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E.W.James and Son Opens
New Supermarket Here
E. W. James.and Son, owners and operators of
super-markets in Hickman and Union City, and Fulton
County natives, announce the grand opening of their
new super-market in South Fulton today (Thursday) at
10: a. m.
The spacious store and its large parking lot are located on West State Line, about two blocks out from
Lake Street. Preparations for the opening weekend have
been underway for weeks, and besides the pictures below, a complete listing of opening week-end activities
this weekend will be found on pages 3, 4, 5, 6 in the second section of today's NEWS.
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State Court's Ruling Orders 100%
Properly Assessment For Next Year

Jefferson County Judge Marloll
Cook was quick to point out that
when the assessment rate goes up,
the tax rate will go down.
"We will now tax to our needs
where we have been assessing to
our needs," he said.
Determination of the "fair cash
value" will be made from mortrecords, normal market sales,
gage
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A unanimous Court of Appeals decision Tuesday
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d
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Sturgis KU

News"Shopper"Begins Publication;
Weekly Circulation Of 5,500 Copies

Mayors Proclaim Phone
Week In Twin City Area

Paul Bennett Wins
Trip From Philo

Are You Your Neighbor's Keeper? Check The Assessment Roll

Henry Maddox Faces An Awesome Responsibility
As State Representative; We Must Help Him
The Democratic primary is over
in Kentucky and the words penned
by that immortal lawyer and poet
James Hilary Mulligan (1844-1915)
were not challenged in the myriad of
state and county races all over the
Commonwealth. You will recall that
Mulligan, in the last stanza of his
poem said:
The song birds are the sweetest
In Kentucky;
The thoroughbreds are fleetest
In Kentucky;
Mountains tower proudest,
Thunder peals the loudest,
The landscape is the grandest—
And politics— the damnedest
In Kentucley.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by
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promises from these would-be political tycoons.

"From The FHS Kennel"
Question: What Are The Qualifications you look for in choosing a
college?

Commenting on this longtime political custom is no solution to the problem. The real job
ahead for all of us is to forget the
candidates and the count-down
in the recent representative's
race and unite behind Henry
Maddox to make his extremely
difficult responsibilities s little
easier, thereby enabling him to
represent not only those persons
who voted for and supported
him, but those persons who exercised their privilege to vote for
and support the other two candidates in the representative's
race.

We could add a few stanzas of our
own—like the circulars are the dirtWe should imagine that winning
iest, the liars are the biggest, the cula political campaign is a very satisprits are the sneakiest and the people
fying experience indeed. But when
are the neediest, in Kentucky. There
the ballots and the tally sheets are
are many emotions one feels at losing
filed away, and the exuberant supa contest of any kind. From a political
porters have gone back to their
campaign that is lost, not on the isnormal tasks, it is Representative
sues, but on slanderous and unwarHenry Maddox alone, who must vote
ranted attacks comes disillusionment
his convictions, guided by his conmixed with keen disappointment.
science "for those means which will
But when one considers the
give the greatest good to the greatest
sources of those attacks, the challenge
number."
of working harder to eliminate these
The thing that Henry Madevil forces is brought into its proper
dox needs least of all is the confocus of necessity.
tinuation of the bitter factionalHenry Maddox, a quiet and unism evident in the recent camobtrusive farmer, and a member of a
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victorious. And it is these
25th the count showed that 3962 votthoughts that makes us urge you
ers felt that Mr. Maddox could serve
to express your views to him
them best.
about our needs, and help him to
On the other hand there were
perform those duties, in a man6742 voters (the combined votes rener that would be constructive
ceived by Carlisle CouRty newspaper
counsel to him, and in a manner
editor Ralph Graves and Fulton newsthat would bring "the greatest
paper editor Mrs. Jo Westpheling)
who thought otherwise. It now begood to the greatest number."
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awesome duty to do what Abraham
Henry Maddox faces, not only in the
Lincoln once said and that is to affect
upcoming special session of the Gen"those means which will give the
eral Assembly, but in the regular sesgreatest good to the greatest numsion that convenes next January:
ber."
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Nobody will deny, regardless of
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money into the treasuries
their preference in the State repreof
local
school systems so that
sentative's race that West Kentucky,
they can meet the requirements
and particularly the First Legislative
of the Minimum Foundation proDistrict (Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle
gram, while having enough "leeand Ballard counties) is the orphan of
way" money to operate the syspolitical recognition. This situation
tems
and make needed expancannot be blamed alone on the perisions
in facilities and school curodic administrations in
power
ricula.
Schools are operated by
in Frankfort. It is not quite
tax monies, and there is no way
fair to charge any governor, or lieuto get more tax money, unless we
tenant-governor, regardless of his
have more taxes.
political alignments, with deliberateOur schools are in a financial
ly failing to assist an area because of
strait
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ing have also invaded the rising
As we see it, the blame for our
costs of education. Several prolack of attention from "the powers
posals will be advanced to rethat be" should be placed squarely on
lieve
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g more money. Let's help
tical leaders who are far more interHenry
Maddox to decide which
ested in perpetuating their political
will
the
be
best for the most.
bailiwicks than they are in securing
2. The proposal whether or
those benefits and programs we denot to abolish capital punishment
serve from our tax monies. A sad
in Kentucky. To us this seems to
commentary on the unfortunate
be a matter of a person's conpolitical situation as it exists in these
science
, but yet there are so
parts today is that the very people
many other facets of the proposwho need good government and conal, good and bad, that it is imperstant representation are the ones who
ative that our elected representasuffer the most, because they are in
tive be given many sincere and
no position to sj,and up for their bededicated views in order to make
liefs and therefore fall for the empty
his decision.
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Qualifications For Good Colleges
Are Discussed In MS FORM
MRS. STEELE—"Education is a
fine thing," said Will Rogers,
"every college graduate ought to
have one." Getting an education
depends on you. It is the application of yourself, your abilities, and
your mental capacity to the job
of acquiring knowledge. Learning
is your number one job while you
are at college. More important than
any body of information you learn
are the skills you perfect in learning to learn.

"You say you thought you'd 'give this junior
executive jazz a whirl'?"
grophic concept requires an a- aided greatly if we, the rank and
mendment to the Kentucky Con- file voters express our views to
stitution, in order to amend the
him, so that he may not be guided
Constitution of the United States.
and influenced by the powerful
5. While the proposed $176,000,- pressure groups that abound in
000.00 bond issue is not a legislative
the corridors of the General Asmatter, Henry Maddox will have to sembly.
decide if, in his judgment, this
But far more important than the
proposal will benefit his constitu- legislative matters that confront
ency. Mr. Maddox must make a
Representative Maddox is the adthorough study of this issue and ded responsibility to bring indusknowing of his desire to develop try, recreational programs, tourthis area, he must be prepared to ism and public facilities to our
know what it will mean to us. His
area, that will eventually bring
constituents will ask his advice;
more jobs and a sounder economy.
to help him his constituents can
It is in this last category where
let him know of their wishes.
Henry Maddox will need us most.
6. The motor transportation inWe can help him if civic leaders,
dustry, the medical profession, the
regardless of political factions, can
restaurant owners, the beverage
join together in submitting a blueindustries, the petroleum indust- print of action to him, so that he
ries, the legal profession, the press, will have a guide to those goals
the broadcasting industry, the
we so vitally hope to achieve.
farmers, the retail merchants the
It is the best of luck and God
wholesalers, and literally hundreds speed we wish Henry Maddox. He
of other groups will seek legisla- shall need our prayers and our contion and it will become Henry cern. We want to be among the
Maddox's decision to vote for or first to let him know we are exagainst these issues. He can be tending both to him.
7111111

Juno n, 1945
At a meeting of Farm Bureau
officials in Mayfield recently, J. B.
McGehee was named chairman of
the Purchase Farm Bureau organization. Mr. McGehee is secretary
of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.

Chas. W. Miles, well-known polititical leader of Union City, led a
delegation from Tennessee, which
called upon Governor McCord a
few days ago in the interest of getting something done about the flood
condition existing in Fulton and
South Fulton. Others in the delegation were: R. H. White, Maxwell
McDade, K. P. Dalton, R. E. Sanford, Bill Holman, Will Whitnel,
Bob Fowlkes and I. M. Jones, representing Fulton and South Fulton.

Frati Fulton, Route 3: T. W.
Weems shot a mammoth cat Monday night. It is a good riddance,
as he ate our chickens.

From Latham: A miscellaneous
shower will be given June 23 in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Winstead, who were recently married.
Everyone is invited.
From

Beelerton: Hello World!

Letters To Editor

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stewart announce the arrival of Charles Terry
on Friday, June 15, weight 7
pounds.
From Crutchfield: The Missionary Society of the M. E. Church
met here with Mrs. George Elliott
on June 14. The next meeting will
be with Mrs. Cloyce Veatch in
July.
From Pilot Oak: Fire destroyed
the home of Mrs. Monette Hainley
on June 14. Nothing was saved. A
jug containing kerosene exploded
soon after Mrs. Hailey had built a
fire in the cook stove.
The Palestine Homemakers met
in the home of Mrs. Lon Brown,
with Mrs. W. P. McClanahan as
co-hostess, on June 15. Mrs. Hillman Collier was elected president
for the coming year. Other officers
elected were: Mrs. Lon Brown,
vice president; Mrs. Ethel Browder, secretary; Mrs. Richard Mobley and Mrs. Drewey Inman, program conductors.

senior should consider these qualifications for a college: size, location, cost, and curriculum. The size
is important in helping a student
adjust to college life. One should
not choose a college that is too
large or too small for him. The
location should be considered because of transportation facilities.
Will you have transportation to and
from school? The cost is also very
important. A student should choose
a college in which the expenses fit
his budget. Because many colleges
excel in special courses, the curriculum should be considered.
Choose the college which offers you
the best facilities for your training.

LESLIE CHEATHAM—There are
Choosing a college is an important step. It is a decision that you several things which you should
should make carefully and deliber- consider in choosing a college.
ately. As you look for a college, First, you should look for a colyou will find enough different types lege which fits your individual cato choose from to suit any purpose pacity. You should also consider
or taste. There are small colleges the accomodations for food and
and large colleges. There are liber- lodging. Consideration should be
al arts colleges and colleges that given to the courses offered, for
specialize in one field.
they should be those of your chosen
Smallness is not itself a virtue, major. I think that the location of
nor is bigness to be confused with the college should be considered
greatness. In the larger college, in carefully. Is there available transgeneral, more is demanded of the portation to your home town? Is it
student in the way of self reliance, near home or distant? I think this
both personal and scholastic. The last question is up to the individual.
student who feels more secure with I think that you should attend a
a group, Who derives satisfactions college far enough from home that
from faculty associations, is usual- you are not home every weekend.
I believe that a great part of your
ly happiest in the small college.
college education comes from outYour financial problems may be side of your school work. You must
great or small. This can some- learn how to adapt to new environtimes be solved through part-time ments and you must learn to look
work or scholarships. So this could after yourself. Everyone's views
be a deciding factor in your choice about colleges are different, and
of college.
they should be, for we are all difThe answer is that you do not se- ferent individuals and should strive
lect the one, for there is not neces- to maintain our individualism.
sarily a single college that is the
LEE NGEL — In my opinion
best one for you. Nevertheless, you the college
chosen to daring your
must choose one of two thousand first year is very
important. There
colleges. But how? I would say for are many
qualifications to look for
you to keep the following things in in choosing
your college. First of all
mind: your scholastic background, there is the
financial factor, which
weak or strong; the type of person is sometimes
the most important.
you are; the cost and how you can You must
choose a college which
finance; the distance from home will fit your
budget during your
sometimes being too close can be college
career. Secondly, you must
bad, being too far might be worse; look at the
entrance requirements
and your chosen field of study and for the
college. You should choose
what college offers you the best a college
that your 'high school
in this field.
records would favor. And third, you
A college, however carefully se- should consider the location of the
lected, will not educate you; this college. How far from home is it?
is something you must do for your By what means of transportation
could you reach your college?
self.
Where will you live? Also you
JUDY OLIVE — In the world of should consider
religion. Is it a
today, nearly all school students religious school
sponsored by a
are college conscious. Choosing the special denomina
tion? If so, how
right college is not always an easy would that affect
you? All these
job. The financial situation of the qualifications
must be taken into
person plays a large part in the se- consideration in
choosing your colloction of a college, and the living lege.
conditions of the student must be
considered. A person must be acquainted with the courses offered
in order to see if the college meets
the requirements in the field of his
specialization. I think a college
should have a good counseling department, which is especially beneficial to the underclassmen. Also,
the student should consider the size
ANDREWS
of the college and the distance
from his home.

Pans For All Electric
Shavers Al:

MAE MANN — In my opinion, a

Jewelry Company

ACTION PEOPLE
Let their fingers do the
walking through the...
Yellow Pages

At the meeting on June 14 of
the Bennett Homemakers, the following officers were elected: Mrs.
0. C. Croft, president; Mrs. B. L.
Austin, vice president; Mrs. H. G.
Butler, secretary-treasurer; Mrs.
John Walton, program conductor.
the not too distant future.
Yours very truly,
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Eugene C. Haston
News Service Director

Mrs. Jo Westpheling
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky

35,000 MAKE FURNITURE

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:

ROME — About 3.5,000 firms in
It was certainly nice of you to Italy
manufacture furniture. They
print articles in your paper let- produce
an estimated $700 million
ting the people of your community worth of
wood furniture a year.
know they were welcome to attend
all sessions of our recent assembly.
We hope to have the pleasure of Subscribe To The News
visiting in your vicinity again in
$1.00 for 6 months
—

—

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
rea YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS

orrica PRONE 5

200 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Action People move fast. Get straight
to the point
when they want to buy, rent, or
get things repaired.
Join the Action People. Find what
you want fast. Shop
the Yellow Pages first.
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New Officers
Installed At
Church Meet

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 10, 1965

Miss Joyce Ann Phillips To Wed
George McDonald Nall In August

New officers of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church were installed
Monday night at a joint meeting
of the three groups. They are: Mrs.
Gordon Baird, president; Mrs. Harry Murphey, .vice president; Mrs.
James A. Campbell, secretary;
Mrs. Joe Holland, treasurer; Mrs.
F. D. Phillips, study chairman;
Mrs. Henry Hanna, worship chairman; Mrs. Moore Joyner, service
chairman. The beautiful installation service was by Mrs. J. A. Poe.
A brief resume of work during
the past year was given by Mrs.
Frank Beadles, out-going president, and the new president, Mrs.
Baird, spoke of goals for the coming year.
Mrs.' Jerry Jones, of Houston,
Texas, was a guest
meeting.

Mrs. Brown Shops Like
Mad As Pepsi Winner
The grand winner in the Fulton
Pepsi-Cola - Shopping Spree, Mrs.
W. R. Brown, Route 1, Crutchfield,
chose Sullivan's Grocery at Moscow, Ky., for her five-minute shopping spree last Friday.
Mrs. Brown collected groceries
in the amount of $200.51, the full
amount of which will be paid by
Pepsi-Cola of Fulton.

'Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
'Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
*Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
'Picture frames
'Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
'Corsages and pillow
corsages
'Wedding flowers a specialty
*Artistic funeral arrangements

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20.
Carr at Commercial

Miss Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Phillips, of 1909 Clinton
Place, East, Owensboro, Kentucky, announce the
engagement of their daughter, Miss Joyce Ann
Phillips, to George McDonald Nall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Carl Nall of Fulton, Kentucky.
Miss Phillips is an alumna of Virginia Intermont College, Bristol, Virginia, and has her B. S.
degree from the Unversity of Kentucky. She is a
member of Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority. She
taught at Owensboro High School before going to
Chicago University, where she is currently employed.
Mr. Nall was graduated from Fulton High
School and obtained B. S. and Master's degrees
from the University of Kentucky. He is a member
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. He is affiliated
with Alcoa at their Chicago office.
Plans are made for a late August wedding at
Owensboro.

"When Us Old Codgers Are Gone" stores, I asked his druggist whether
this fellow was a customer. "Yes,
In one of my very earliest tape for castor oil, and two highly adrecordings, I asked the man to be vertised patent medicines whose
interviewed, a longtime friend, names I had better not mention
whether he understood what I was publicly for fear I would be actrying to do in thus setting down cused of recommending them rathall sorts of old customs, beliefs, er-than a dozen others equally good
and words. "Sure," he said, "When that I sell." The patent medicines,
us old codgers are gone, this stuff I learned, privately, are very closewill be gone with us unless some- ly related to the natural herb rembody sets it down." There is my edies for which the old fellow is
justification for the dozens of in- famous.
terviews that I have had and dozWhen I went to record folk remens more that are planned. It is not edies as remedies as remembered
wholly a matter of getting the old- by a very old man,I found him
sters alone; I like, also, to see how barely back from a hospital, where
much of the old-time series of be- he had had every type of modern
lief has come on down into the treatment. He is completely sold to
younger generations. The youngest his doctors, too. When I later callperson interviewed thus far, only ed on him and made a long- recordseventeen, fairly bristled with old- ing of folk remedies, he often
time similes from farm life, prob- would chuckle when he mentioned
ably half of them about things that what he doctored his son with fifty
she knew only what had been hand- or sixty years ago. The son would
ed down to hart "Dumb as an ox," have snorted rather than chuckled
"Tough as whitleather," "Slow as if he had heard our conversation,
the seven-year itch." Many other for he long ago discarded whatyoung folks have given me, through ever home-made remedies there
their teachers, remedies that were were still around and felt considerdropped in my study area before able disdain for the whole field of
these youngsters were born. Asafe- folk medicine. I think the old, old
tida bags seem to have taken hold man was glad to know that at least
on the imagination of people, both one other old man knew about these
the ones who wore them or asso- old remedies and wanted to learn
ciated with brats who wore them more, not to use them but to hear
and the ones who merely heard the truth about them "before us
Grandpa talk about having seen old codgers are gone."
them in his day.
The biggest trouble with lots of
Among the many phases of folk- ancestors is that they leave so few
lore that I have collected, I suspect things by which we can reconstruct
that folk remedies, as I have so of- their times. It is easy, therefore,
ten said, are dying faster than any- to imagine just about anything, esthing else. Not long ago, after in- epcially if it is favorable. Even histerviewing an old fellow who cer- torical markers sometimes help
tainly seems to have bathed in the this development of legends rather
Fountain of Youth and who knows than history. Why, a great-greatmany sureshot folk remedies that great grandfather of mine was imare worth more than a dozen drug- portant enough to have a county

in Tennessee named for him. Some
years ago a group of history-minded people decided that a marker
should be erected in the courthouse
yard to his memory. Apparently
nobody thought about checking
legal papers to find out when the
old fellow died. And so, as a result,
a mistake of thirty-seven years is
made in his age. Instead of living
ninety-eight years, as the tablet
says, he lived sixty-one. If the tablet were to a folk hero, what would
a few years matter? But the old
fellow actually lived and died, and
records prove it. It is a pity that
certain old codgers, some of them
distinguished scholars in Tennessee
history, were not consulted before
the dates were cut into the modest
but highly appropriate monument
in memory of the old soldier whose
name was given to a county. Long
since the marker was erected, a
very distant relative of mine, dug
among some historical documents
and came up with the correct
dates; but the monument remains
untouched.

CAPTIVE CROWD
MT. VERNON, Ky. — The late
Alben W. Barkley, former Vice
President and U. S. senator from
Kentucky, once made a campaign
speech in the courthouse at Mt.
Vernon.
He was elated to find the courtroom overflowing with people.
"Don't get excited, Alben, these
people aren't here to hear you
talk," Judge Roscoe Tartar told
Barkley. "They're witnesses I've
subpoenaed for a moonshine case
I'm going to hear as soon as you
finish."

Aubrey Taylor provided Fulton
Rotarians an interesting half-hour
film by General Motors on "The
Crossroad of America" at Tues- STOCKADE C
13A
\
day's luncheon. The film showed
auto testing techniques at the GM
eeik
Just keep STOCKproving grounds.
ADE'S BAR-FLY blocks be,fore your cattle and as they
eat, the special ingredient
passes through the digestive
system . . . . destroys horn
and face fly larvae on the
ground where they breed....
- Arra.trong Inlaid Linoleum,
before they ever reach the fly
—Vinyl and Tile.
DON'T KILL FLIES
stage.
—Downs Carpetir;
.... Prevent theml Come la,
—Upholstering, Modern Ss
and ask for rietails.
Antique

BROWDER
Milling Company, Inc.
Phone 900

HAVE FUNl
Mrs. Lillian Cates and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones, son Mary Ann, of Nashville, are guests
Sam and daughter Caroline, of this week of her father, N. G.
Houston, Texas, are visiting in Cooke.
Fulton for several weeks. They are
guests of Mr. Jones' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Jones, and of Mrs.
Jones' parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Fulton area graduating seniors
daughter,
Another
Alexander.
degrees at Bethel Colreceiving
Susan, is attending the University
McKenzie, Tenn., today
of Kentucky during the summer lege,
Mrs. Linda
(Thursday) are:
term of school.
(Glenn) Kapperman, Magna Cum
Laude; Mrs. Peggy (LaRoyce)
Brown, and Walter McAlister.

15 oz. Libbey
Beverage Glass
Next week .. . coming down the road .. . stopping near your door. .. the colorful gaslight
truck will be here. Bringing big, big values ...
lovely gaslight and the new gas outdoor cooking grills ... right to your home. There was
never a better time to buy outdoor fun, indoor

when you buy 7 gallons Ashland Gasoline
Get extra enjoyment from tall, cool summer drinks with attractive,

Golden Wave beverage glasses! These luxurious, amber-colored
glasses have the famous Libbey Safedge rim and weighted bottom.
You get one glass FREE with every 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized
Gasoline you buy. Start collecting your set today. Drive in at your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer displaying the "FREE
BEVERAGE GLASS" sign.
S et MORE MILES PER GALLON with Ashland Vitalized Gasoline!

Fulton Gas Dept.
Fulton, Kentucky

Phone: 881

Large Libbey Serving Tray only

89c

with oil change or lubrication at
regular prices. Charge it on your
Ashland Oil credit card.
Satin,ebony-like finish...stain and
burn resistant ... dishwasher-safe
... versatile...serves everything.

IT
PRODUCTS

Fulton
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Marion Guard
Unit Receives
Merit Award

DEATHS
Mrs. Delma Jones

HOSPITAL NEWS

Vardens, Father And Son,Assume
Ownership Of Local Ford Agency

The folloWing were patients in
Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday,
June 9:

JONES HOSPITAL
Funeral services for Mrs. Delma
Mrs. John Irvan, Mrs. FannieMarjory Jones were held in HornThe Army National Guard unit at
O'Nan, Mrs. H. E. Shupe, Mrs.
Marion, Ky., has been named the beak Funeral Home chapel SaturWarren Bard, Charles Terry, Mrs.
most outstanding Federally recog- day, June 5, with Rev. John Bradofficiating. Interment was in Callie Graves, Raymond Sutton, J.
nized unit in the Kentucky Army ley
J. Faulkner, Mrs. Emmett Reese,
National Guard for the calendar Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Fulton; R. L. Cannon, Route 3,
Mrs.
Jones,
a resident of Long
year 1964, and presented the EisenFulton; Mrs. Loyd Marler, Mrs.
hower award as recipient of the Beach, Calif., and a former resident of Obion County, died Thurs- Clara Maupin, Uinon City; Mrs.
honor.
Guy Casey, Dukedom; Jim JohnThe award was presented to Cap- day, June 3, in the Veterans Hos- son, Kenton.
pital
Nashvil
in
le,
followi
ng
lenga
tain James T. Hatfield, Commanding Officer, during a parade at thy illness. She was 57 years of
Fort Knox, where more than 1000 age. She was the daughter of James
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Kentucky Guardsmen are under- H. and Lee Ella Murchison JonaMrs. Ernest Jenkins, Joanna
kin.
going an annual two-week summer
"Wonders of Kentucky," a 20-minute color and sound film, presen
ts the
She was a graduate of Fulton Woodruff, Mrs. Taylor McKinney,
traiinng camp,
state's
Mrs.
tourist
James
attract
Phillip
ions
s,
and
industr
Mrs.
ial
Susie
growth
in
High
all
parts
School
of
the
, took nurse's training
ComMajor General Arthur Y. Floyd,
Hillman, Mrs. L. M. Smith, L. D. monwealth. Scenes like the
one above are in the film. Photo shows the
The Adjutant General of Kentucky, in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis Wright, Winsto
n Lucy, Fulton: Mrs.
attractive Ferry Morse Seed Company plant at Fulton.
made the presentation. The Marion and did post-graduate work at Van- Larry Clark,
Mrs. Howard Rogers,
unit. Company C, 2nd Battalion, derbilt Hospital. She served in the South Fulton
;
Mrs.
Floyd
McClur
e,
123rd Armor, i's the first unit to Nurses Corps during World War II. Mrs. Emma
Petty, Dukedom;
Surviving are: her mother, Mrs.
receive the award since 1963.
Lee Ella Jonakin of Fulton; six Janie Roberts, Janie Bugg, Clinsisters, Mrs. Jim Burke of Fulton, ton; Thomas Baker, Union City;
COMMISSIONED
Mrs. Noble Butterworth of Padu- Mrs. Sam Welch, Cayce; Charles
Duncan Bushart, son of Dr. and cah, Mrs. Clyde Lightfoot of Mem- Wharton, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Mrs.
Mrs. Glynn Bushart, was commis- phis, Mrs. A. J. Killams of Ama- Wilson Outlan, Alvie Williams,
Kentucky's newest industrial pro- ists to the state.
sioned a second lieutenant in the rillo, Texas, Mrs. Robert Wade of Wingo; Mrs. Jimmie Coltharpe, motion and tourist
attraction color
Route
2,
Wingo;
Mrs. Haskell film, "Wond
U. S. Army on May 31 at Murray Union City, Mrs. Austin Jernigan of
Noted composer Billy Vaughn,
ers
of
Kentucky,"
State College.
Tupelo; one brother, James H. Johns, Bethalto, Minois.
which features scenes from the Hollywood, California, a native of
Jonakin, Jr., of Nashville; three
Western Kentucky area, will be Glasgow, Kentucky, wrote original
half-sisters, Mrs. W. L. Jolley, Sr.,
shown at the Fulton theater in Ful- music and lyrics for the film.
FULTON HOSPITAL
of Fulton, Mrs. A. R. Owens of
Mrs. Abe Thompson, Mrs. Billie ton from June 20 through 22. The Screen, television and stage star
Tom Ewell, a native of Owensboro,
Union City, Mrs. Pearl Weaver of Gilbert, Mrs. J.
W. Elledge, Dennis showings will be one of the more Kentuc
THEATRE
ky, narrated the film. Both
Clinton; a half-brother Seisel Jona- Cloar, Fulton; Miss
than
250
bookin
gs
of
the
film
set
Elsie Guyn,
contributed their services without
Between Martin & Union City
kin of Chattanooga, several nieces Frances Copela
for
June
in
movie
houses across
nd, William Kimcompensation.
and nephews.
ball, Route 1, Fulton; J. B. Byrn, Kentucky.
Distributed through
Columbia
Thursday - Friday, June 10-11
Wingo; Mrs. Goble Jackson, Far"Wonders of Kentucky," a 20- Pictures, "Wonders of Kentucky,"
bian Armbruster, Route 1, Clinton;
Double Feature
A. B. Overby, Cayce; Linda Moran, minute travelogue, features Ken- is expected to be shown in 6,000
tucky's industrial growth and na- theaters in the nation and abroad.
Hickm
an; Mrs. Robert Fulcher,
Starts at 8:07
Information has been received
tural and manmade attractions Voice and song recordings wilt be
Steve McQueen-Aneta Corseaut
by The News of the death of Mrs. Route 4, Hickman; Billy Gene Kel- which yearly draw millions
of tour- made in five foreign languages.
ly,
Clinton
;
Mrs. W. L. Matthews,
THE BLOB
Elizabeth W. Travis, of Alexandria,
Duked
om;
Mrs.
George
Gardne
r,
Virgini
a,
And at 9:39
on April 17, 1965 in the
Water Valley; Mrs. Jessie Hicks,
Alexandria Hospital.
Ward Ramsey
Mrs. Travis was the daughter of Mrs. Cecil Parham, Route 1, WaDINOSAURUS
the late William and Esther Jen- ter Valley; J. D. Baker, Route 3,
kins McKarsie and is a former Martin; Geraldine Perry, Dallas,
Fultonian. She was the mother of Texas.
Saturday, June 12
John M. Travis of Alexandria and
Triple Feature
Russell E. Travis, Jr., of Wash-,
ington, D. C.; sister of Mrs. Ruth
Starts at 8:07
Barry Sullivan-Marilyn Maxwell G. DeVore of Tulsa, Okla., Mrs.
Ellen C. Triplett and Charles McSTAGE TO THUNDER ROCK
Karsie, both of Alexandria.
And at 9:39
Funeral services were held in the
Paul Mantee
Everly
-Wheatley Funeral Home in
ROBINSON CRUSOE ON MARS
Alexandria on April 20, with inCLINTON, KY.
Then at 11:29
terment in Mount Comfort CemeHUD
Harold
Henderson Jr, Assistant
tery.
Cashier, Fulton Bank, Fulton, Ky.,
Will Buy Lambs Tuesday, June 15, 1965
is among the 567 bankers attending
Sunday - Monday 13-14
the 16th annual two-week session
of the School of Banking of the
TOP PRICES PAID
Double Feature
Funeral services for Mrs. Vella South being held at Louisi
ana tSate
N. Hammond were held in Horn- University in Baton Rouge.
Starts at 8:07
Classes
Weight on arrival
No Commission
beak Funeral Home Tuesday, with began May 31 and continu
George Peppard-Martha Hyer
e through
Rev. Raymond Wright, pastor of June 12. covering advanc
THE CARPETBAGGERS
ed study
the Rush Creek Methodist Church, in all phases of bankin
g and ecoHOGS and CATTLE BOUGHT DAILY
And at 10:27
officiating. Burial was in Ebenezer nomics.
Susan Hayward - Michael Genners
Cemetery.
The School, sponsored by bankWHERE LOVE HAS GONE
Mrs. Hammond. who was 80, was ers associations in 14
Southern
a former Cayce resident. She died states, requires attend
CLOSED TUES - WED.
ance at twolast Sunday in St. Joseph's In- week campus sessions
for three
M.F. Rushton, Gen. Mgr.,
firmary at Louisville.
years, plus extensive home study
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. work during the remainder
of
It's Fun!—It's Girls! I James H. Stahr of Louisville; two year. An outstanding faculty the
Bill Barclay
of
Tom Harper
half-brothers, A. G. and Buford banking and business leaders
, and
Campbell of Cayce, and two grand- well-known educators
It's Songs!—Its Color!
conducts 18
children.
courses dealing with the needs
Phone 653-6300
of
C 5C 10•1114114111114110111111111modern bank management
and
operation.

"Wonders Of Kentucky" Movie To
Show Ferry-Morse Seed Company

Ownership of the Varden-Goulder
Motor Company of Fulton, longtime Ford dealership, bas changed
from a partnership with Herbert
Goulder and Grady Varden to a
new partnership with Grady and
Gaylon Varden, The News learned
this week.
The change became official on
June 1st.

theatre on U. S. 45-E about two
miles south of Fulton, and plans to
utilize it in the expansion of his
farm implement business in the
near future.
We Need Industrial Park

1- AIM DUPONT
•„,_

The father-son partnership will
operate under the name of "Varden Ford Sales", The News has
been advised.
Herbert Goulder, who is no longer associated with the dealership,
is devoting all of his itme to operation of the Goulder Implement
Company, local Ford tractor dealership. He told The News Tuesday
that he has just purchased the land
formerly occupied by the drive-in

Wall-

U POP
ar4.IL J. PAT.

SIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line

Phone 67

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Mrs. Elizabeth Travis

Attention Sheepmen!

Local Banker
Taking Course
In Louisiana

Ohio Valley Producers Stockyards

Mrs. Vella Hammond
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Mrs. Irene Gardner. of Route 4,
Martin, died June 6. She was 80
years of age and was the widow
of Paul Gardner.
Funeral services were held in
the Gardner Methodist Church
June 8, with Rev. Paul McAdoo officiating. Burial was in Gardner
Cemetery, under the directio nof
W. W. Jones and Sons of Martin.
Surviving are one son. Thomas
Edward Gardner of Deland, Florida: three daughters, Mrs. Roy
Brothers of Detroit. Mrs. Roy Milner of Martin and Mrs. Margaret
Gardner of Martin. Route 4, and
one brother, L. E. Foster of Jackson, Tenn.
WE ARE SORRY
Sympathies are extended to Mrs.
Jack Calliham of Fulton in the
death of her sister, Mrs. Chris
Kratz, who died Sunday night in
Evansville, Indiana.

NOW SHOWING
Thru June 15th
OPEN 6:45 P. M.—PHONE 12
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FULTON

1

SPEAKER
The First District Legal Secretaries had the pleasure of hearing
former Congressman Noble J. Gregory, when they met in Mayfield
last week. His subject was "Duties
of a Congressman's Secretary."

Hagler Estate in East Fulton to be sold (for Division) at Fulion
City Hall Monday, June 14 at 2:00 p. m.
Proper

ty consists of 11 1/10 acres of
land, another big lot with 9-room house, basement and garage, and 2 other lots. This
property lies between Meadowview subdivision and Wells Avenue (just
north of Terry-Norman school
and Episcopal Chur ch) and would make a beautiful subdivision.
For
information SEE ELWYN COFF
MAN or CALL 11 25-W-1.
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HAND ENGRAVED TIE TACS
ASST.
ATTRACTIVE
DESIGNS
GIFT
BOXED

8

Just The Gift For Dad!

e

FATHER'S LEATHER BILLFOLD
mate,t,

$188

'*- I

I

Reg.

AS-ST. STYLES — GIFT BOXED
HANDSOME GRAIN LEATHER

.
‘
66
Pkg. of 8

Remember Father
1

METAL ASH TRAY

90

COLORFUL,
DURABLE,
EXTRA DEEP

Asst. Colors
New KIWI
SHOESHINE KIT

370
• •.

VISUAL VIEW
i, 1
SNIP

i

KEEPS FUEL
SUPPLY IN VIEW

Broadway Street at Collinwood
South Fulton, Tennessee
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MENS ANKLETS

88
pkg. of 2

Courteous, efficient
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SHELL SERVICE STATION

DAD'1. SHINE ON THIS

490

announces the appointment of

Leon Rushton

COMPLETE WITH
DAUBER AND
POLISHING CLOTH

FANCIES
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FITS ALL

BALDRIDGE'S
5-1O-25c STORE
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INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products in the twin-Cities area

$3.50

MEN'S WHITE HEMSTITCHED

-

(AND COUNTING)

AS THE BIG
DAY DRAWS NEAR

Dad Will
Like This

LOW IN PRICE
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Quacks Extort Millions With Phony
Cure-ails and Gadgets, Says AMA

-E about two
I, and plans to
oansion of his
[siness in the

rid l Park

Today there are thousands of
quacks promising quick cures for
every disease known. They extort millions of dollars annually
from their gullible patients.
Yet, the quack's promises,
cure-ails and gadgets are as
phony as a fixed gambling wheel
or a "con man's" schemes, said
F. J. L. Blasingame, M.D., executive vice president of the
American Medical Association.
"Healthy people usually laugh at
or ignore the quack," he said,
"but sick people may grasp at
anything that offers a quick cure.
Indeed, almost anyone can be
fooled unless he knows how
quacks operate.'-'
Machines can be a blessing or
a curse to medicine. In the hands
Cap,
and empty box wore mpposed to soak "argon, energy" with
This device was supposed to car. cancer by
of a skilled physician, certain whichcape
a person enfold cure himself of many afthctions. No such energy playing silently
a recording of "Smoke Gets
machines are useful in arriving exists, hat thowsemels were
deleded before this myth was exposed.
M Year Eyes." Wits sold for op to $500.
at a diagnosis or charting a
wr••
method of treatment.
•
But some machines are a
threat to your health. Any quack
who passes off his device or gadget or "system" as a cure-all is
cashing in on your limited knowledge of science.
Doctors of medicine are trained
for years in reputable schools and
hospitals. They are licensed only
after they meet high medical
standards. The legitimate doctor
does not limit himself to a device
or instrument or to any one
"system." He does not limit
himself to manipulations or
adjustments.
14111
Not so with the quacks.
The lady in the glistening mask is simposedly beim, treated Alicro-dynanteter, which
sold to chiropractors for as mach as
The quack pretends to medi- via short-wav
e radio. The machine, accordion to the gadgetier $875 1141 h, was billed as a device for diagnosing
patients'
cal skill. He invents a machine, who i
ood it, could neutralize th• evil radio vibrations ills. Actually, the only thing the device
was capable of
device or scheme to defraud the *sniffed from the diseased area. The device proved to he mantling
was the moister* of the skin. federal town
public. He advertises that he has immeosely profitable—for its investor.
ordered It off the market.
the one and only "cure." He may governm
ent prosecuted him in the term ended he was reported
and a very poor chance to reeven purchase a phony medical 1947
for repeated violation of the to be working again.
diploma. All the quack needs is
cover.
The spot of blood,the unifederal food and drug law. At the
Some quacks are also licensed versal, reports, was taken from
someone to believe him. And
trial it came out that the founder to practice a "healing art." Some
one of its staff physicians in the
some sick people are easily of
the institute had told an cultist groups lobby powerfully
Impressed.
best of health.
elderly diabetic
Fantastic? Not at all. Each
One alleged "doctor" testified insulin—that to stop taking for license recognition in various
Spectro-Chrome states. Well-meaning citizens
year thousands are fooled by
he received four degrees from a was all
he needed. The diabetic often help to pass laws permitquacks using phony machines.
"drugless practitioners college"
took the advice, and soon after- ting limited practice, but this
he said he had attended for one ward went
"The American Medical
into a coma and died. does not protect the public.,
Association," explained Dr.
year. He claimed to be a doctor Also
at the trial an epileptic,
A woman chiropractor in Los Blasingame, "does not brinl
of chiropractic, naturopathy, testifyin
g that the same device Angeles was given a chance to
herbal materia medica and elec.
had benefited him, collapsed on demonstrate her alleged ability charges against these quacks, nor
tro-therapeutics.
the witness stand—from an epi- during tests made at the Uni- prosecute them. Such action is
the responsibility of law enforce.
Another "practitioner," who leptic fit.
versity of Chicago. According to
came here from India, advertised
A $20,000 fine was levied the university's official report, ment agencies."
You can best protect your
that he has at least 15 degrees, against the institut
e and its she claimed she could diagnose health,
he advised, by avoiding
including an "honorary M.D.". director, who
escaped a prison illness from a drop of blood of a devices
like the ones pictured
He started the Spectro-Chrome sentence only because
of his age person who wasn't there. She here and,
even more important,
Institute about 1920 and did a (he was 75). He was
put on five "diagnosed" that the person had by relying on
the advice of your
flourishing business until the year's probation. However
, when cancer, abnormal blood pressure family doctor.
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class of property of another, and
any grossly discriminatory valua(Continued From Page One)
tion shall be construed as an intenonly fair solution, will help stabi- tional discrimination . . ."
lize the base upon which local support of our schools rests."
Kentucky's Constitution a n d "SHOPPER"—
(Continued From Page One)
statutes stipulate that all property
be assessed at its fair cash value, households throughout the area to
but the law has been ignored at the get, in one publication, local groclocal and state levels for many ery prices and other merchandising
news all at one time, and well in
years.
Kentucky Revised Statute 132.450 advance of weekend shopping.
A similar publication, "The Fulhas this to say about the tax comton Advertiser", was published in
missioner's role in the process:
"Each county tax commissioner Fulton from 1923 until the late
shall assess at its fair cash value thirties when The News began puball property which it is his duty to lication.
assess . . . The property of one
person shall not be assessed wilfully or intentionally at a lower or Subscribe To The News
higher relative value than the same
$1.00 for 6 months
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HAMS
ROAST
BACON

Fancy Brand
Blade Cut

Chuck
Sliced Ends And
Pieces

Five Pounds

TIN

WHISKEY
44.-•

FLUFFY WHITE, FUDGE or MILK CHOCOLATE

$4.00

$2.50

1

4/5 Qt.
FULL QUART $5. ,

•

Pint
(Tax Included)

Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS
ele-li

BURROW—
Continued From Page One)
Scout commissioner of the Cherokee district and chairman of the
district organization and extension
committee.
He is chairman c the Clinton
Planing and Zoning Commisison, a
member of the Clinton Chamber of
Commerce and vice chairman of
the Kentucky State Red Cross
Fund. He has been secretary and
member of the board of directors

1

Fraser, a native of Scotian(
came to Kentucky in 1950 and hz
since been employed at four Stal
psychiatric hospitals. He is a n.
turalized United States citizen.

of the Jackson Purchase House
power Certification Council.
Like Mr. Burrow, his wife Elizabeth is a native of Fulton. They
have a son, Charles Robert, 14.

41M111111111•111111MIMINS

NEW COACH
Elvin Hatch has been named basketball coach at Obion-County central high school replacing Bill
Brown, who has accepted a similar
position at Reidland High.

Red cabbage toys:

"Speas goes
to my head"!

SPECIAL!
Beautiful
---deratar

CABBAGE
SAUCE
RED
VINEGA R
together Speas
SPEA
S
Simmer
sugar,
WITH
Vinegar, brown salt and
teasp. salt
leaf,
Y4
cloves, bay
minutes.
Speas
Sprig parsleY
5
1 cup
grated parsley for onion. Pour
Vinegar
teasp.
add
2
Strain;
brown
cabbage. Serves
onion
1 tblsp.
over hot
sugar
cuPs cooked 6
5
to
red cabbage
2cloves
1/2 buy leat,
44
J \

'SPEAS
VINEGAR

Apple Cider or White Distill
ed

wheri )1)14

get a can-a-Hanni

,,s pm;
. 0•-:--SPI•S

W".G..

39

just

p

A. C. BUTTS & SON

FREE! 28-page booklet,'WhyDldn'tSomeone Tell Me AboutAll These Uses
SPEAS COMPANY,2400 Nicholson Ave.,Kansas City,

3
39
$1.09
BANANAS

E. State Line

Phone 20

Mo.

Lb

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE
THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

3Pkgs.

PICICLES
SNOWDRIFT
$1.00 CARNATION

CELERY
50 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps
coupon and $5 purchase exth thisw

Fraser, 62, succeeds Dr. Haro'
W. Conran who has resigned b
cause of ill health. Conran ha
been Western State superintender
since April 1959.

We Need Industrial Park

TOPPY SLICED BACON. .

PILLSBURY FROSTING

Dr. Ewen L. Fraser has bee
named superintendent of Wester
State Hospital in Hopkinsville.
appointment was announced t
Daniel S. Tuttle, acting meat:
health commissioner.

(Whole or Butt, Lb. 53c)

HIGH
sit.4;447017.000

Enjoy a true bourbon of fine quality
at a welcome price

Landing chapter and W. P. Wright,
past president of the Memphis
chapter, also made brief talks.
At the conclusion of the meeting
Mr. Pearigen presented Mrs. Riggins with an • engraved silver
charm, a gift from the local chapter members in recognition of her
devotion to duty as secretary these
many years and for other organization work.
Included in the 55 present were
four from Memphis, four from
Dyersburg, eight from Paris Landing and one from Hendersonville.
It was the unanimous opinion of
those present that the beautiful
house and grounds were only exceeded by the graciousness of the
host and hostess.

Shank Portion __ Lb.

ammo=
0144 WALKER
taste its full rich flavor

The National Association of Retired Civil Employees Chapter 793
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Riggins, south of Martin, on
Route 45, Tuesday, June 8.
This picnic meeting has become
an annual affair and is looked forward to with great anticipation.
Many tables were set up on the
patio and on the lawn under the
trees, and the food was a gourmet's
delight.
After dinner, the president, E. E.
Pearigen, was in charge of a brief
business meeting. W. D. Termohlen, who is past state president
and is now president of the Sumner County chapter, gave a short
talk on pending legislation. Bob
Scruggs, president of the Paris

So. Belle, Smoked, Lean

FULL
86 PROOF

Sit it slow and easy—
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Western Slate
Picnic Meeting Of Retired Civil Hospital Gels
Employees Held At Riggins Home New Dire
ctor

for Vinegar."

ARE YOU?—

4WALKER
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100 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps

. . LB. 59c
Golden
Ripe
LB.

American
Whole, Sweet

16-oz. . • • •
29c
3-Lb. Can . . • • . . 69c ,
MILK 6 TALL CANS . . 89c

CRISP, STALK

o

LB.

C

50 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps

cluding tobacco. You may receive 150
I Valu-Plus stamps with both No. 1 and
No. 2 coupons at Big Valu Food Store
In Fulton.

with this coupon and $10 or more purchase excluding tobacco. You may receive 150 Valu-Plus stamps with both
No. 1 and No. 2 coupons at Big Valu
Food Store in Fulton.

100 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps
69c Colgate Tooth Brush
(medium or hard)

Coupon expires June 12

Coupon expires June 12

1-2 Lb. L and M Tea or
48 Count L & M Tea Bags

Coupon expires June 12

Coupon expires June 12

with this coupon and purchase of

with this coupon and purchase of

•
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she received some time ago. Mrs.
• McCONNEIL NEWS Overby has visited in our vicinity
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell • many times and has many friends
here. If anyone should want to send
oa dee
her a card, she is a patient at the
Brother Don Tomlinson has been Graystone Nursing Home in Frankemployed full-time to work with lin, Tenn.
'Pevest
he congregation of the McConnell
were
family
Thad Parrish and
Church of Christ. Brother Tomlincalled to the bedside of his moth;on is an interesting speaker and
Mrs. John M. Parrish, at Sawe are very fortunate to have him er,
lem, Illinois, Sunday morning. Mrs.
With JIM PRYOR
vith us. He is married and has a
Parrish has been an invalid for
Asticaltural Agee. Illisols c..trol whim.
laughter, Linda
Elaine, two
many years and has been staying
nonths old.
All across this nation, the month
with her daughter, Mrs. Cody
Church services are held at the Fankbonner, at Salem. She is re- of June is proclaimed a time to
'hurch of Christ each and every ported in a critical condition.
promote the use and consumption
with Sunday
'unday morning,
all dairy products. Public ofof
Mrs.
We extend our sympathy to
school at 10 a. m. and preaching
Ancil Jordan in the death of her ficials from the smallest town to
-ervices at 11 a. m. and 6 p. m.
sister-in-law, Mrs. Bill Simmons, the Governors of our States declare
Mid-week services are held each
that this is the month to honor the
Martin.
"Vednesday night at 7:30. A train- of
mother of the World; the
"foster
Mrs. Sam Welch is hospitalized
.ng class for the teen-age group is
cow".
dairy
ield each Monday night at 7:30. in Hillview Hospital at Fulton. Her
The idea has grown each year
The public is cordially invited to room number is 106.
and now we have contests and
hospitalized
Ferguson
was
Alvin
ittend these services.
demonstrations of all kinds to show
Church services are held at the in the Obion County General Hos- how milk and milk products can
3aptist Church each Sunday, with pital at Union City for several days be best used to improve our health
Sunday School at 10 a. m. and last week. He was dismissed over and to see to it that more dairy
'reaching services at 11 a. m. and the week-end.
products become a part of our
7:30 p. m. Mid-week services are
Brad Boggess visited his cousin, xlaily diet. Even beauty contests
'ield on Wednesday night at 7:30. Bobby Gene Levister, of Dresden, are held to determined the most
Mrs. Moulton Gambill of Hobart, on Tuesday.
beautiful lassie in the community,
'ndiana, is recuperating from reRecent visitors in the home of county and state. We have County
•ent surgery at the home of her Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch were his Dairy Princesses who compete in
larents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mc- sisters, Mrs. Zelma Newbill of St. State contests and State Dairy
Tord. Her husband has been at- Louis and Mrs. Effie Sharp of Ful- Princesses vie against each other
ending her bedside. Their daugh- ton.
to see who becomes the National
'er, Genola Faye, came down SunMr. and Mrs. Lowell Cathey of Dairy Princess. She, in turn is the
lay and will stay until Mrs. Gam- St. Louis visited his parents, Mr. American Dairy Ambassador for a
jill
recovered sufficiently for and Mrs. A. L. Cathey, this past year, going everywhere to help
hem to return to Indiana. .
week.
promote good willand to sell milk
Mrs. Bill Haynie and Jerry, of and milk products.
Mrs. J. M. Overby, mother of
Mrs. H. E. McCord, is confined to Madison, Indiana, are visiting her
All of this wouderful idea has
'er bed, suffering from injuries parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mea- done much to encourage the condows.
sumption of milk and milk products
Bro. Don Tomlinson entertained among young people and also
the Monday night teen-age group of adults. We are witnessing a bountithe Church of Christ Saturday night ful consumption of dairy products
with a weiner roast and hayride. among the younger citizens of this
Mrs. Dorita Boggess, Miss Ann Country too. Much of it is attributCaldwell and Miss LuAn Boggess able to the promotion and educaspent Tuesday in Memphis,.
tional work such as this.
Today, milk and foods made
SOCIOLOGIST PLANS
from milk, including butter, supSTUDY OF NAVAJOS
plies almost 30 percent of the total
American food supply in a year.
Dr. George A. Hillery, Jr., Uni- This was reported recently by The
versity of Kentucky sociologist, United States Department of Agrihas been awarded grants and a culture and estimates were based'
Ar.fennas Installed
summer research fellowship for an on retail weights of all foods conexploratory study of the Navajo sumed.
Indians. His work this summer will
It is estimated, that last year,
be centered on locating a Navajo
American averaged eating aleach
community for a long-range remost 1500 pounds of food. This was
search
project,
covering
from
10
to
TELEVISION
when a
20 years. He will log statistics on a slight decline from 1950,
306 Main
Phone 307 births and deaths and on migration total of 1525 pounds was consumed.
Although, we have been changing
trends.
our eating habits in total pounds of
food consumed, we have at the
C. (DOC) ADAMS
•S•••
same time been changing our eat,
• I•
I "ikm IPM
ing habits in the kinds of foods that
we have been eating.
•1100
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County Loan, Purchase Rate Set For Wheat
The price-support loan and purchase rate for 1965-crop wheat in
Fulton County will be $1.30 per
bushel, Roy Bard, Chairman, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation County Committee, has announced. Information on price-support rates for wheat stored in terminals, as well as schedules of
premiums and discounts, is available at the ASCS County office.
As in the past, terminal pricesupport rates are derived by adding
rail freight and handling charges
necessary to get the wheat from
the producing area to the terminal
markets. The county loan rates are
then computed on the basis of the
tributary terminal market loan
rate, minus rail freight rates. County and terminal loan rates are subject to further adjustment for premium and discounts in determining
individual producer loans, depending on the gradr and quality of the

Fulton County
Agent's News
JOHN WAITS
Ten 4-H members from Fulton
and Hickman Counties attended
4-H camp at Dawson Springs, Kentucky, last Week with Crittenden,
Muhlenberg and Caldwell Counties.
There were 184 in attendance including Agents and Leaders.

producer's wheat collateral.
The Chairman explained that this
support will be available to all
growers who stay within their
farm's 1965 wheat allotments and
carry out other provisions of the
1965 wheat program. By signing up
and participating in the program,
they qualify for price-support loans
and purchases and for marketing
certificates; diversion payments
Will also be available to such participants if they reduce their wheat
acreage at least 10 percent below
the farm allotment and devote the
acreage to conserving uses.
(Special
provisions apply in
cases where wheat is substituted
for feed grains, or vice versa.)

tte schedules for
price-support
1965-crop wheat. They deal with
terminal rate adjustments, discontinuance of the sedimentation value
Mr. Bard pointed out that three tests, and a readjustment of other
general changes are made in the premium and discount schedules.

acreage—and 30 cents a bushel on
the export portion—based on 35
percent of the normal production
from the wheat acreage.

In Kentucky
after golf
beer's the one...
for good taste,
good fun

The marketing certificates are
worth 75 cents a bushel for the
domestic portion of the farm's
wheat crop—based on 45 percent of
the normal production of the wheat
ation, Gun Safety, and Handicraft;
Wanda Moore - patches in handicraft, and Recreation; Doralyn
Harvey - patches in Recreation,
Handicraft and participated in
candlelight service; Debra McKinney - patches in Handicraft and
Recreation; Faye Moore, - Senior
Stare Camper, served in Junior
Council; and patches in Handicraft
and Recreation; Paulette Minley served as Junior Leader and Junior Staff member for Recreation.
All took part in Vesper the night
our county had charge. Miss Laura
Maclin, teacher at Riverview, was
adult leader.
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After a hard-played 18 holes, it's good to
settle down on a soft chair in the dub
house and add up the score with friends.
What better time for the drink that scores with
almost every golfer—cool,thirst-quenching beer?
Yes, beer's great to relax with, great for refreshment, great for taste. So whatever your sport—
boating or baseball—swimming or tennis—relax
afterwards with the zestful taste of beer.

4-H members took part in Recreation, Handicraft, Boating, Electricity and Swimming. Each member was awarded a patch in some
activity. Mrs. Jones of Kentucky
Utilities from that area was a special feature on the program.

Miss Catherine M. Wilson, Associate Home Demonstration Agent
of Fulton and Hickman Counties
will attend the National Summer
School for Extension workers in
Fort Coffins, Colorado, June 14 July 2nd. She will be enrolled in
Those attending from Fulton the following classes. "Low Socio County and their awards were: Economic Groups and Human BeLinda Wilbourn, patches in Recre- havior in Extension work.
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UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 221117, LOVISVIIIII8 Kentucky 40222

•
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NEW
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CONVENIENCE
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gitLEAS2
For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fultot

Get the highest rate on your savings atSecurity Federal Savings and Loan Asso.
ciation at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $10,000
by the Federal Savings & Loan Insurance
Corporation — an agency of the Federal
Government. Your savings immediately
available.

101
2/0
Current Dividend
On
Insured Savings

SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additional information
and financial statement, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.

Mr. James M. Beaird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and' information to
Name
Address
City

JULY 1 IS DEADLINE FOR 'NEW
WHEAT FARM' APPLICATIONS
Farmers who wish to be considered for a "new wheat farm"
allotment for 1966 on a farm which
does not have a 1965 wheat allotment should get in touch with the
ASCS County Office during the next
few weeks, Roy Bard, Chairman,
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation County Committee, said
today. Such farmers have until
July 1 to file applications for such
an allotment.
Producers eligible to file such
applications are those with a farm
for which no wheat allotment has
been established, who have no interest in the wheat allotment on
any other farm, and where the
farmer expects to receive more
than 50 per cent of his income from
total production on the farm.
The Chairman emphasized formal application for a "new farm"
wheat allotment is made by filing
a written application—on a form
provided for that purpose—at the
ASCS County Office prior to the
July 1 deadline.
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Direct
Distance
Dialing

UK EDUCATION COLLEGE
PLANNING INSTITUTE
State

flECURITY FEDERAL
EAST CENTRR STRUT • SIKSSIO ,MISS

The University of Kentucky College of Education has been granted
$28,502 to conduct a summer Institute for Supervisors of Student
Teachers on Problems of School
Desegregation. A total of 45 supervising teachers and principals will
be accepted for the course scheduled July 12-Aug. 6. Applications
for attendance and details on available stipends may be obtained by
contacting Dr. James H. Powell,
College of Education, UK, Lexington.
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COMING TO FULTON and SOUTH FULTON
June 20
Then you'll be able to dial your own station-to-station Long Distance calls! You'll find this new telephone service is
quick, easy, convenient. It's low cost, too, because you always get the station-to-station rate.
You will also be able to dial local calls by dialing 7-numerals as listed in your new telephone directory, which will
be delivered on June 18.

HEAVEN HIL

Dial service, Direct Distance Dialing . .. steps in your telephone company's program of progressive service for a
progressive community!
s

ofAVEN

.

.A

HE Ger& BOURBON

Southern Bell

•••

6 Years Old 90 Proof

Cr •

••••

...Serving You

****•••••••••

•••••;•

GREFN LABEL
4
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY
HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC. BARDSTOWN, NELSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY

YOU'LL LIKE DIALING YOUR OWN LONG DISTANCE CALLS!
•

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Melds

lules for
eal with
s, disconion value
, of other
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CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mn. Harvey Vaughn

Peace Corps
Tests To Be
On June 12

Miss Janice Hawks, of Memphis,
During the rain and electrical
spent the week end with her
par- storm Sunday, four head of real
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Velva
Hawks, nice feeder cattle were killed by
Sr., near here.
the lightning on the Ches Morrison
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled
his farm.
An opportunity for Fulton area
regular appointment at New
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann and residents to test
Salem
their aptitudes for
Baptist Church the past
Sunday at Mrs. Opal Pounds spent the week Peace Corps servic
e will come at
11 a. m., welcoming every
one who end with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey 9 A. M., Saturday,
June 12, at the
came to attend Homecoming.
Many Vaughan. Mrs. Minnie Brann spent Post Office, Room B-19,
visitors attended and
in Maymany are the week end with Mr. and Mrs. field, also at
the Post Office in
here on vacation. At noon
lunch Charlie Bowen.
Union City.
was spread on the church
grounds,
Sympathy is extended to the
where no time was lost
The opportunity is the Peace
becau
the electrical storm and se of family of -Mrs. Delma Jonakin Corps Placement Test, which is
heavy Jones, who expired Thursday at not
rainfall. The afternoon
passed or failed and you can't
was devot- the Veterans Hospital in
Nashville, study for it. It measures general
ed to gospel singing and
many fine after several months illness
follow- aptitude and the ability to learn a
selections were
presen
4-J's Quartet from Hodgeted. The ing brain surgery last October.
language. If, for example, test
s Chapel
Sympathy is extended to the scores indicate limited language
Church gave five numbe
rs, along loved ones
of Mrs. Vera Simmons, acquiring ability, the Peace Corps
with solos, duets and
piano selec- who passe
d away last Thursday, tries to place the applicant in an
tions on the program,
which was after several
enjoyed by all.
months declining English-speaking area. The test is
health.
used by the Peace Corps only as a
Mr. and Mrs. David
Earl Copeland, of Chicago, are
tool
Mrs.
in the matching of Volunteers
Elnor
a
Vaugh
an
spent
last
here on vacation, house guests of
week at the Simmons' home. The and jobs. The Peace Corps applicatheir mother, Mrs. Hazel Hende
Simmons were formerl; neighbors tion is the most important indicator
rson, and
of suitability for Peace Corps serents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry par- of Mrs. Vaughan.
Copeland, Dresden Route.
Dent McMinn is reported to be vice. It must be filled out and
The passing of Mrs.
T. T. Harris improving satisfactorily after being brought to the exam unless prethe past week at Hillvi
painfully injured when struck in viously submitted.
ew
has caused great _sorro Hospital his face by a piece
Applicants should plan on about
w in our
of machinery
community, as one of our
best be- while baling hay several days ago. one and a half hours at the testing
loved matrons has been
An eye specialist at Dyersburg has center, unless they wish to take the
from us. Born on Octoberremoved been treating his eye.
Spanish or
French language
8, 1899,
she was the daughter
of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige en- achievement test, which requires
Charles and Frances Howel
l Davis joyed a family dinner with Mr. an additional hour.
of Jackson, Tenn. Mrs.
Harris will and Mrs. Buren Smith Sunday. Mr.
be greatly missed at our
church, and Mrs. Jerry Light and daughtthe New Salem Baptist,
VET'S AIDE COMING!
where she ers from Harlingen, Texas, and
held membership over a
period of Dr. Joyce Smith from Huntsville
Roy W. Hargrove, contact repreyears, teaching in Sunda
were also there.
y
sentative of the Kentucky Disabled
and Training Union in School
Mrs. Jerlyn Colley Wade and son, Ex-Service Men's Board, will be
almost
every class and depar
tment. The from Lexington, Ky., and Miss Car- at the Chamber of Commerce in
survivors include her
olyn Colley, from Nashville, spent Fulton from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m.,
Rev. T. T. Harris; three husband,
daughters, the week end with their parents June 18, to assist veterans and
Mrs. Richard Tuck of
Orlando, and family. Jerlyn is visiting for a their dependents with claims for
Fla., Mrs. J. W. Bynum,
Route 1, few more days before returning to benefits due them as a result of
Dukedom, and Miss Ruth
Harris of Lexington. Carolyn plans to con- their military service.
Tallahassee, Fla.; a brother,
T. I. tinue her school work at DavidDavis of Jackson, Tenn.
, three Lipscomb this summer.
grandchildren and several
nieces
and nephews. Funeral
were held at New Salem services
Church Wednesday aftern Baptist
oon,
Rev. James Holt officiating, with • PIEFtCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
ed by the pastor, Rev. assistRussell
Rodgers, and Rev. L. W.
Carlin,
Beilview Baptist Church
in PaduMr. and Mrs. Louis Childes and
cah. Nephews served as
pall-bear- family, of Knoxville, are
spending
ers. Jackson Funeral
Home of several days with Mrs.
Childes'
Dukedom was in charge of
the ar- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mand
l
rangements.
saves you time,
Roach.
Mrs. Joe Payne of near
work, money!
Mayfie
ld,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Royce Lowe
is visiting here with
*Greater Miding Power
her relatives, and family of Irving
, Texas, are
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
Lintz and spending a ten-day vacati
on with
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincen
t. She at- Joe's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack
tended the home coming
at New Lowe.
Covers
Salem Sunday, meeting
old-time
Mrs.
Willi
am
Greer
and children
friends here, her former
walls
home.
spent a few days in N.sahville and
Mrs. Martha Croft spent
a few attended the graduation exerci
ses
days in Dukedom last
better
week end, of Mrs. Greer's nephew, Don
Rayhouse guest of Mrs. Jessie
Brown
. mond.
...Goes
All the crops are lookin
g their
Mrs. Mattie Rogers and son, Harbest in this section since
further!
rains have fallen the sufficient old, visited Mrs. Rogers' daughter
past two and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Lester
weeks. Corn has been
so have the beans, of cultivated, Alford, in Dyersburg a few days
which a few last week.
farmers continue to plant.
Mrs. Bud Stem and grandson,
has been all worked and Tobacco
sprayed Garry, are visiting relatives in
Paat this time. The wheat
Seethe convincing proof at...
crop is ducah this week.
ripening fast and the harves
t will
begin in a couple of weeks
. Our
energetic farmers are lettin
g no IN SICKNESS AND HEALTH
grass grow under their heels,
beLINCOLN, Ill. — Barber James
cause of long and hard hours
of Freeman
gives his customers free
labor, running into nights in
most tonsor
ial service when they are
every direction.
—Phone 909—
hospitalized.
Mrs. Inez Vincent is visiting
in
the home of her sister, Mrs.
When
his day's duties are done
Grover True, and Mr. True. She
is hav- at the shop, he packs his tools and
ing a nice visit while here
from her goes to the hospital.
home near Pilot Oak.

Industrial Development Institute
Set For Meetings During July
Plans were announced today for
the first annual Kentucky Industrial Development Institute set for
July 12-17, to offer community industrial development leader s
throughout the state expert counseling on
promoting industrial
growth.
The Kentucky Dcpartment of
Commerce and the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, which are
co-sponsoring the institute, announced jointly that the two-day
institute will be held at three locations to serve all regions of the
state.
Dates for the workshop sessions
and their locations are: July 12-13,
Morehead State College at More-

ITALIAN GUNS VALUED
BRESCIA, Italy — The manufacture of shotguns here and in
Venice is a centuries-old tradition.
Italian weapons are prized in many
parts of the world.
LATEST IN LUXURY
LONDON — A north London dog
beautician advertises:
"Have your dog trimmed and
shampooed in the comfort of his
own home."

Greenfield Monument Works

Fulton
Call 1/4

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

makes a comparison of the children
of God and warriors. He says that
our loins should be girt about with
truth, and having on the breastplate
of righteousness. He makes many
more compariscns that exhort us to

a proper life. Another thing that Paul
urges is that we gather together and
worship the Lord. No part of our
armour is greater than regular church
attendance. Much strength for the
week is derived from worshiping with
others.
Complete your suit of armour...
attend church this week.
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MILK -BANK BOOST
FEED PRODUCTS

Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 255

Hickman - Fulion Co's. R.E. C. C.

William Ward, Livestock

"Live Better Electrically"

We buy and sell daily
Morris St; S. Fulton

Hickman, Ky.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.

Phones 70 and 428

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,Inc
Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

See us for all your Insurance needs
Phone 62

Butane and Propane gas dealer

Phone 447

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
231 Main St.

Phones 161 and'

Airlene Gas Co. of Fulton, Inc.

Your Prescription Drug Store

Lennox gas furnaces, air conditioners;

Travelers Inn Restaurant

all-electric heat pump; electric furnace.

Featuring Home-Made Pies

PURE MILK COMPANY

Special Sunday Dinner

At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky.

Make The Milk Bank A
Part Of Your Feed Program

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of His love
TII
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and participate in the Church because it tells the truth about man's lift, death and destiny; the
truth which alone will set him tree to We as a child of God.
Ccoleman Adv. Sir., P. O. box 20067, bollas 20, Texas

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Fulton

KRAFT

We Need Industrial Park

THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLISHED THROUGH
THE COOPERATION OF THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THE UNDERSIG
NED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS

•

NEW! WE HAVE IT NOW!

Leader Sporting Goods
414 LAKE ST.
PHONE 201

Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months

In Paul's letter to the Ephesians, he

A

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Happy Birthday

armour of God"...

:•••

In Operation II Tears

ADD WHILE YOU BUY
DENVER — A supermarket here
attaches small adding machines
head; July 14-15, the University of
to shopping carts to lessen custo
Kentucky at Lexington; and July
The News takes pleasure in mers' fears of coming up short at
16-17, Western Kentucky State Colwishing "Happy Birthday" to the the cash register.
lege at Bowling Green..
following friends:
The Department of Commerce
June 11: Billy Gilbert, Kim Hail- WE BUY,
and the Kentucky Chamber will invite more than 200 communities ey, Donna Johns, Mrs. John C.
SELL and TRADE
with active industrial development Smith, Gary Stem, Mac Weaks;
programs to enroll representatives June 12: Glenn Byrd, Stacie Ann
Damons. Lula Morris, Bill Reese,
in the institute courses.
Jr.; June 13: Boyd C. Russell;
Invitations will be sent to presidents of chambers of commerce,
June 15: Gary Lynn Byrd, Susie
chairmen of industrial committees, Flowers, J. B. Nanney, Minnie
officials of industrial foundations, Pharr; June 16: K. M. Winston; New and Used Shotguns.
mayors and state legislators.
June 17: Rusty Morrison, Alan Ray Pistols, Rifles
Terrell.

"Wherefore take unto you the whole

"ZEBRA
proves
WALLHIDE®
with GHP*

PITTSBURGH PAINTS
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Put on the Full

TEST"

FULTON PAINT AND
GLASS COMPANY

Page 7

SEARS
Shop by Phone

Phone 813

Phone 2002

South Fulton, Tenn.

JET LANES
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

Special rates to Church groups
110 Fourth St.

Phone 89

Billy and Ann's Flowerland
210 Commercial

Phone 53

South Fulton, Tenn.
Quality Service

BROWDER MILLING CO. INC.
Phone 900

Fulton, Ky.

THE CITIZENS BANK

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 2655

Fulton and South Fulton

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Lin*

Fulton, Ky.

Page 8
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Direct Distance Dialing Brings
80 Million "Neighbors" To City
Something new in communications - Direct Distante Dialing
will put Twin Cities telephone users
within reach of 480 million telephones in the United .States and
Canada on June 20.
Curtis Mathis, local manager for
Southern Bell, said, "With this new
service, telephone customers here
can dial many of their own long
distance calls. We invite you to try
it and we think you'll like it."
With the DI)D system, the entire
country is divided into numbered
Areas. The Area Code for Fulton
ss ill he 502. and South Fulton subscribers are also in the 502 area
as far as placing calls is concerned.
Complete instructions for dialing
DDD calls are in Thetelephone

Blue Book, recently distributed
here.
With DDD, telephone custmoers
can dial their own station-to-station calls. Operators will still
person-to-person calls,
handle
credit card calls, collect calls and
cals from coin telephones.
How do you place a DDD call?
Here are the steps:
1. Dial "1".
2. Dial the Area Code, if it is
different from your own. (Skip this
step if you are dialing a place
within your own Area.) South Fulton users should keep in mind that
they must dial 901 to reach Union
City, Tennessee.
3. Dial the telephone number
you want to reach.
4. Give the operator your number.

Kentucky Becoming Famous For
Its Excellent Outdoor Dramas

MALE HELP WANTED: The
fastest growing health and accident company in the state has an
apening for a man who is willing
o work and travel in this area.
We are expanding in bordering
states this year. Need new personnel for management as well as
sales force. Direct mail leads furnished daily. Our men earn in excess of S8500 per year. For appointment contact Paul B. Daniel, P. 0.
Box 1097, Owensboro, Kentucky.

that a number of local communities, in conjunction with the expanding State Park system, decided to immortalize the great men
and moments of Kentucky history
in dramatic presentations performed in outdoor amphitheatres on the
spots where the great men themselves had walked and made history.
Today travelers to Kentucky can
view My Old Kentucky Home at
Bardstown which features "The
Stephen Foster Story" outdoor
drama. The well known outdoor
drama "The Book of Job" is a regular attraction in a natural amphitheatre at Pine Mountain State
Park near Pineville. Harrodsburg,
the sight of the first permanent settlement west of the Alleghenies,
features "Home is the Hunter"
nightly at Pioneer Memorial State
Park, and Pioneer Playhouse, the
State Theatre of Kentucky, in Danville has launched into its fifth
spectacular year of presenting only
new plays by new playwrights.
Twice recipient of the Margo Jones
national award for its efforts in
this field, and the first theatre in
the United States to follow such a
policy, Pioneer Playhouse has
spotlighted Kentucky's State Theatre as the "Playwrights Center of
the United States".
For the fourth straight year
Shakespeare will be presented free
in Louisville's Central Park, and
a number of State Parks will schedule special theatrical attractions.
Visitors to Cumberland Falls State
Park can enjoy the tone poem
"Endless Waters" which tells the
story of the Moonbow. Musican
tents, touring companies and community theatres can also be found
in abundance in Kentucky's scenorama stretching from the mountain
gorges In the east to the mighty
Mississippi on the west.
If you enjoy "theatre under the
stars" — comedy, drama:, musicals
or just plain theatre — Kentucky's
the place for vacationers to find it.
Information- regarding Kentucky
Outdoor Drama can be obtained by
writing the Department of Public
Information, Capital Annex, Frankfort, or Pioneer Playhouse, State
Theatre of Kentucky, Danville.

SPINET PIANO BARGAIN

ESCAPE INJURY

Over the years certain words
have become synonymous with
Kentucky—thoroughbreds, tobacco,
bourbon and hospitality, to name a
few. In recent years Millions of
tourists have added another phrase
to the list — "Kentucky Outdoor
Drama".
The linking of Kentucky and outdoor drama is no accident, for Kentucky can boast of more outdoor
dramas than any other State as
well as having the first Statutory
State Theatre in the United States
by Act of Legislature (Pioneer
Playhouse in Danville) and the second State Arts Council to be formed in the United States.
The seed was planted some 12
years back when Pioneer Playhouse, now the State Theatre of
Kentucky, toured the Kentucky
State Parks with its non-profit
resident company of New York actors to bring a bit of "Broadway to
the Bluegrass".
The project was so successful
•1111=1/111.

CLASSIFIED ADS
WATKINS has opening for man
or lady to serve customers in Fulton. Write C. R. Ruble, Dept. J-1,
P. 0. Box No. 2447, Memphis, Tennessee.
TV ANTENNAS: 4.e install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.

WANTED: Responsible party to
'ake over low monthly payments
,n a spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager, P.
0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana.

DEWEY JOHNSOk
All types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering

Everything"

422 Lake St.
Phone 408

Fulton, Ky.

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dowdy and
daughter, Edye, daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Pat Dowdy, son, Jess, and
Bobby Collier narrowly escaped
fatal injury in an automobile accident near Kansas City last Friday.
The car hit a slick spot in the
pavement and over-turned, but
none of the occupants was injured.

James T. (Jimmie) Lowe, won't
be able to attend his high school
class reunion when it gathers in
Fulton on the week-end of July 10,
but he has one of the best reasons
a fellow can give . . and what's
more an absence that his former
classmates will be happy to excuse.

dent. He was the first Merced Lion
ever to be named district governor.
He has had a 100 percent attendance since the club was organized.
He is a key member and in addition to his service in various offices of his own club, he has been
Zone Chairman and is now serving
as deputy district governor of the
Lowe, a graduate of Fulton High Yosemite Region.
School in the class of 1943 and the
As district governor he will serve
son of Mrs. Edith Lowe will be in
Los Angeles where he will be hob- 59 Lions Clubs located in eight
nobing with some of the most prom- counties. District 4-A.1 is one of 16
inent civic leaders in California districts which comprise Multiple
when the Lions International holds District 4, California - Nevada.
There are over 3,000 members in
its annual meeting there.
the district.
He will be recognized at the conHe will assume office on July 1st.
vention as one of the new district
Lowe is married to Maudellen
governors of the Lions Club, an of- Stagg
of Stockton, California and
fice to which he was recently elect- they
have four children—Jim, 17,
ed.
Don 14, Bob g Nancy Ellen 6. He
Lowe, charter member of the is assistant sales manager of IsenMerced. Breakfast
Lions Club, berg Motors at Merced, California.
which repeated as top club in District 4-Al, is the club's third presiWe Need Irtc;,,ctrial Park

Kentucky educators are delighted
over Tuesday's ruling that property
must be assessed at full value, but
they feel there still is a need for a
special legislative session
this
month to deal with the school financial crisis.
Several school men observed
that the effective date of the tax
ruling is six months away, and
this will be too late to help schools
in the upcoming school year.
They suggested that the General
Assembly might want to provide
temporary tax help to local school
districts until the property-tax ruling takes ef.fect.
(Gov. Edward T. Breathitt, in
Washington, said he would talk
with education, revenue and legal
advisers before issuing a statement. He .las not yet issued the
official call for the special session.)
Dr. Harry Sparks, state superin-

assessment,"

must_realign tax rates within school
districts."
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SUPER RIGHT -- 7-RIB CUT

florLol

Whole Loin
Rib Half Loin
Loin Half Loin
Country Ribs

SUPER RIGHT CENTER CUT

SUPER RIGHT FRESHLY

Lb

Lb

Lb

Lb

58c Lb
57c
67t

48c

29,-.

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
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GROUND
49,

(Cut-Up Split)
or Quartered
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RYE
45C
•
pork sausage
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sticksr
Fish
99c
55c)
7
Fish Sticks
19
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9
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Glazed Donuts 35cCircus Drinks
214-0z.474
Our Own
Dog Food
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Margarine
59
S10
BEVERAGES
Northern
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43c
Bathroom Tissue
3 98t
Doz. 390
Hydrox Cookiein'ne 1O:45c Lemons
-Cinnamon Cristine' c""
98C
Watermelon
a5`
MargarineIzAut-E ( Lc 294
( Lesser
Quantities

3-Lb Pkg.
or More'

Lb.

Whole
Lb.

334Lb.

Lb

1-Lb. Pkg.

super Right
Hot or Mild

Ank

LBG.
BA

(

1-Lb.
Bag

Punch

Etc:;k7.2

'Medallion
New A&P
High Quality

( Beef or )
Horsemeat

Nutley Golden
Quarters

YUKON CANNED — ASSORTED FLAVORS

LOWEST PRICE IN YEARS

Cans

$1.69 /

AlltP SPECIAL
COFFEE SALE

VACUUM PACK

12-0x.

si347)2 Tui:, 139

No Deposit-No Returns-Lighter To Carry

WOMEN—
Page One)
(Continue.'
Pickle, Leon Mann, Charles Browder.
Food Purchasing Committee:
Bud Halterman, Bill McIntosh,
James Robey.
Public Address System: Cecil
Wade.
First Aid Committee: Dr. John
Ragsdale, Bill Hagan.
Campfire Committee: Cubmasters.
Church Committee: Joe Graves,
Bill Fossett, Flynn Powell.
Other chairmen are as follows:
Baseball, Tom Kelley, Marshall
Bondurant; Obstacle Course, Bobby Scates, John Joe Campbell;
Archery, Gene Hatfield, Herbie
Hunt; Pellet Shoot, R. R. Moss,
Fred Coleman; Tug 0' War, Riley
Tate, Virgil Barker; High Jump,
Bill Milner, Richard Bodker; Baseball Throw, Ralph Craig; Sack
Races, Bill Gray, O'Neal Jones.

Fulton. Ky.

$109

;
(5.320.

INSTANT
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THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA
COMPANY, INC.

/11 Col.

Bottle

tood Stores

C

Pt. 6-0x.
Bottle

Asst.
Colors

(24 )
't Off

4

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859
fonrList

BATHROOM TISSUE

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

INSTANT

California Juicy 235 Size

4PRK°C:51-

Whitecloud

Lake Street

effective equalization of property
he said. "And we

tendent of public instruction, said
the Court of Appeals decision may
mean the salvation of schools and
other local taxing agencies.
"We must begin a program of

Jimmie Lowe To Miss Reunion Of Educators
1943 Class, But Absence Excused Laud Full
Assessment

2-Roll
Pkgs.

894

3 89,
Cans

BATHROOM TISSUE,
Colored
Scented

4 Z." 98e

STORE HOURS - - Monday hull Friday 8:am. to 6:95 pm. Saturday 8:56 ant- 8:00 pm.
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Hello There!I Am Your
New Thursday Visitor
noperty
Lnd we
n school

6
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Hello!
May I introduce myself? — I am Fulton's new
NEWS-SHOPPER, and this is the very first of the appearances I will be making EVERY WEEK from now
on in your mailbox, every Thursday morning. I am free.
I cost you nothing!
I am born to serve a need—the need of 22,000 persons in the Fulton trade area to know every Thursday
morning what are the best shopping "buys" at Fulton
stores for the weekend. Through my pages of advertising each week you can shop with confidence for the best
prices in groceries, for the latest styles in clothing and
shoes, for the best values in furniture and housewares
and for advertising and announcements from every
corner and every type of business life in Fulton and
South Fulton... seuson after season throughout the
year.
'Pluton and South Fulton have a n't hesitate. I'll use all that

lot of progressive firms who are pace permits.
good merchandisers and who will I am, as you will note, being
be advertising in me regularly, printed by the new "offset" proshowing you how you can save cess. It is very well done, and easy
money on special prices at times, to read, and it will make my picand showing you the latest in tures look like a million, but that
everything through my columns. brings up my only problem, and
My weekly distribution of 5,500 with your cooperation it can just
copies will reach every residence be a little one. I have to "go to
In Fulton and South Fulton and press" each Tuesday, and that
every boxholder on the rural routes means that all advertising and
of Fulton, Dukedom, Water Valley news stories that I contain have
and Crutchfield, plus Clinton to be set up in type Mondays or
Routes one and four and Martin before. In most cases, I know, that
Route three, and the Cayce post- won't be too hard to overcome,
office boxes.
since most stories and ads you
In addition, all NEWS subscrib- want me to carry can be brought
ers elsewhere in this entire area in to me even before then.
will be receiving me as a second
Okay? I'm at your service.
section of the paper each week, I am being published by the Fulwhich means that I will also be ton County News, which has its ofcirculating on other routes not fice on Commercial Avenue in Fulmentioned above, and to those peo- ton. The telephone number is 470,
ple in other nearby communities and their Post Office Box number
and elsewhere who subscribe to is 307.
The News.
In closing this, my first column
My primary purpose is to give to you, let me say this: I don't exthe widest possible circulation to pect to start off too big at the bethe advertising that I contain, of ginning. I may just run six pages
course. Advertising—don't forget or so a while, through the summer,
it!—is NEWS too. It is news that while you're getting used to me
is important to your pocketbook, and getting in the habit of
using
so read all of my ads each week!
me as your "shopper news" for
Since I am going to enjoy such groceries, housewares and clothing.
a wide circulation, I will also be But as I begin to add regular weekuseful for carrying general news of ly features besides, and when you
interest to you, and insofar as get in the habit of using me
as
space in my columns will permit, I your regular week-end
buying
will run all of this that I can. I am guide, I expect to be a right
goodespecially interested in seeking sized paper; I will keep you posted
neighborhood news from the rural on sales and all sorts of things.
All
communities that I serve, and al- my advertisers want to know
is
though I am beginning this, my that you are getting me each
week,
first issue, without this type of and reading me, and
coming to
news, I expect to begin using all of their stores as a result!
it that people will send in to me, See you next week!
so don't be bashful about it, and

Kentucky Waging Plan
To Hire 5000 Youths
A broad campaign is now being vice and assistance in finding
*aged by the Kentucky State Em- work. Employers who have job ofployment Service to place 5,000 fers for the youth opportunity proKentucky youths in jobs this sum- gram should not wait to be conmer.
tacted, Dawson said, but should
State Economic Security Corn- call on the employment service immiksioner C. Leslie Dawson said mediately.
the youths—boys and gllrls aged 16
through 21—are out of school and
looking for work. They will be
swelling the total unemployment in
the state during the months of
June, July and August. Most of the
youths will return to school in the
fall, but some are seeking permanent employment.
"Kentucky should pledge itself to
do its share toward increasing the
opportuniites for employment of
these young people," Dawson said. "People who are 65 or over have
Governor Edward T. Breathitt nothing to lose—and, possibly, a
has proclaimed June as Youth Op- good deal to gain—by applying for
portunity-Month in Kentucky, in social security now, even though
special recognition of the problems they're still working," Charles
young pF17ple have with finding em- Whitaker, social security district
ployment opportunity.
manager in Paducah, said today.
Employment service representa- Whitaker emphasized that it is
tives will be calling upon employ- possible to receive at least some of
ers of all types to provide extra your social security benefits for a
job openings during the summer year while you continue to work.
months for these young people.
If no benefits are imtnediately payDawson said a great deal of re- able, there are other advantages to
lief in the potential unemployment applying at age 65. Your claim
situation would come if each em- will already be approved or you
ployer who hires 10 to 100 workers will know the amount due you and
would add one additional summer when you do retire, your checks
trainee Larger employers are be- can be started without delay.
ing urged to add one extra sumFor more information write or
mer employee for each 100 regular visit your Social Security District
workers.
Office at 1112 South 10th Stfeet, PaDawson said that young men and ducah, Kentucky.
women, aged 16 through 21, may
report to the nearest Kentucky Employment Service office for ad-

quitnojvews
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Fulton and South Fulton
AERIAL VIEW Of the twin cites
taken a few weeks ago. Can you
recognize any familiar features"
Highway intersection at lower center is at Riceville, the ball park is
at the upper right of the intersection. Lake Street and the downtown Fulton area is near the leff
center of the picture. Clearing and
road construction on one of Fulton's new housing projects may be
seen in the lower left corner. Photo
credit, Marti Eakin, Union City
Messenger.

Heartbreaking story
of adopted daughter
wins wide response

65-Year Old
Workers May
Get Benefits

For The

RAY'S

BEST

SANDWICH
SHOP

and

South Fulton,litnn

CLEANEST

Ey The Peeled

Hamburgers

Ray'sTounge
Band Mints- $1. Per Person
ketot

SAT. Hite:

ill la

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE TWIN CITIES NEW
BEAUTIFUL, GIANT

uPE
Accustomed and almost calloused
to tragedy, suffering, and death, the
American reading public has found
rare tenderness and faith in Dale
Evans Rogers' latest book, DEAREST DEBBIE, and responded to it
in a decisive way. 100,000 copies
are now in print of this story that
has touched the heart of America.
DEAREST DEBBIE is the account of the life and death of the
outcast Korean-Puerto Rican war
orphan adopted into the Rogers
family and so tragically taken from
them after nine joyous years.

GAS WAR!
Reg.... 25.9
Ethyl. . 29.9

CARTER'S

USED FURNITURE

SENVICE

buy it at

Water Valley, Ky.

EXCHANGE

Now Owned and Operated By

CUSTOM BAXIM

THURS

The Ken-Tenn Shopping Headquarters From The Air

OPENING TODAY -- Thursday -On West Stale Line, In South Fulton

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE YOU IN TOWN
We Have Appreciated the Opportunity
To Be Of Service In The
Construction

of Seasiwich

PIT BAR-B-Q
Thick Shakes

SHOPPER

"Pereueslens"
"Impala."

Furniture Company

Noble (Preacher) Carter

McDade Construction Co.
FULTON, KY.

; Page 2
Nowa From Our
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SERVICE
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ham P. Sheehan Jr. son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Sheehan of Route 4,
Fulton, Ky., returned to the Marine Corps Air Station at Cherry
Point, N. C., May 22, after a twoweek live firing exercise at Vieques, Puerto Rico.

He is serving with the 3rd Light
PENSACOLA, Fla. May 18 —
Navy Ensign George W. Bunch, son Anti-Aircraft Missile (LAAM) Batof Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bunch of talion, an anti-aircraft unit of the
Route 4, Fulton. Ky.. is attending 2nd Marine Aircraft Wing at the
Pre-Flight School at the Naval Air station.
Station. Pensacola, Fla.
The battalion is equipped with
During the eight-week training, the HAWK (Homing
All-the-Way
he
will
study
aerodynamics, Killer) missile.
mathematics, physics, naval orientation, navigation, engineering,
leadership and other subjects esSANTO DOMINGO, D. R., June 1
sential to a Naval officer.
—Marine Private First Class CharUpon completion of the course, les T. Powell, son of Howard M.
he will undergo flight training at Powell of 908 Maiden St., Fulton,
Pensacola.
Ky.. is serving with Battalion Landing Team 1-8 of the 4th Marine Expeditionary Brigade (M)B) in
; CHERRY POINT, N. C. May 21 Santo Domingo, Dominican
Repub—Marine Private First Class Wil- lic.
\\N.\ NNNNNNN

June 10, 1965

Members of the 4th MEB have ,
been deployed to the island repub.
tic since April 28, when Marines
were landed to assist in the evacualion of American and foreign nationals, and to protect American
lives and property.
Since the Marines' arrival, members of the Brigade have been positioned
inside the International
Safety Zone, Their mission his included 'evacuation, protection of
American lives and property, distribution of food and medical supplies without regard to nationality
or faction, assist in establishing a
stable political settlement under
the Organization of American '
States and help prevent, in keelsing with the principles of the interAmerican system, the establishment of another Communist state
in the Western Hemisphere.

NNNNNNNNNN

Give Dad a Father's Day Gift
from his favorite Store!
SLACKS 1 YES!
SHIRTS? AND HOW!

GIRLS STATE DELEGATES — Mrs, Waymon Luten(standing,
left) entertained Obion connty's seven Girls State delegates
before the girls left Sunday for Murfreesboro. The high
school juniors, and the schools they represent, are (seated,
left to right) Sharon Roden, Mason Hall; Jeannie Pat Gillean,

Kentucky Will Have
Ambassador Of Year
FRANKFORT, Ky., June 3
(Special) — Governor Edward
T. Breathitt has created the
post of Kentucky Ambassador
of the Year and will announce

— FREE
where."
The ambassador will serve
without salary and will represent Kentucky on special missions relating to promotion of
scenic and recreational attractions, industrial and agricultural development and cultural and educational activities.

TIES? OF COURSE!

AND LOTS MORE!!
Your Father's Day gift problem solved. We've a
wide wonderful collection and you can depend
on us for the kind of gift Dad desires.

(Mon County Central; Mary Kate Penn,Union City; Betty Jo
Page, ObIon County Central; (standing, left to right) Mrs.
Luten, county chairman; Janey Houston, Kenton; Linda Holland, South Fulton, and Marietta Garth, Union City.

during homecoming ceremonies here Saturday who will be
appointed to the post.
Breathitt's order said the
Ambassador of the Year Will
"serve Kentucky as a special
representative conveying the
Commonwealth's goodwill and
friendship to all people every-

SOCKS

GIFT

WRAPPING

Grisham's Diens Wear

IN SICKNESS AND HEALTH
LINCOLN, Ill. — Barber James
Freeman gives his customers free
tonsorial service when they are
hospitalized.
When his day's duties are done
at the shop, he packs his tools and
goes to the hospital.

Keep Cool

Just Received!

Ladies Swim Suits
(One and 2-piece) in solids,
stripes and prints

$2.99 to $7.99
Fulton

Coolorafor
"THE TROUBLE - FREE
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER"

14,000

16,500

20,000

22,500

B.T.IL

B.T.U.

B.T.U.

B.T.11.

$229.95 $259.95 $279.95 $309.95

Mull!- Cycle
A large
selection of

Knit Blouses
Only $1.99

Ladies Straw Bags
for summer. Many styles

Only $1.99 and $2.99

Automatic Washers

A good selection of

Ladies Shorts

A large selection of Mans

Short Sleeve Shirts
tb choose from/ Ban-Ion knits,
cotton knits, Jac-shirts, tapered
shirts.

$1.44 to $2.99

SPEED WEER WRINGER MIENS-

_ _ _ $1N.95

Only $1.99 and $2.99

ADNMAL
Se sure and shop our

15- CU.FT.CREST

Mens Shorts
iat plaids, seersuckers and
polished cottons. Sizes 2$-42

$2.99 and $3.99

Beach Towels
$1.99

FREEZER
$179.95

"TRADE WITH WADE AHD SAVE"

FULTON

me 10, 1965
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SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
THE MOST MODERN SUPER MARKET
*WEST TENN. OR WESTERN KY.
100
FREE
REGI
STER
FOR
COL
OR
BASKETS OF
CURTIS MATHES TELEVISION
$549" GROCERIES

100 FREE BASKETS OF GROCERIES
To Be Given Away Thursday, Friday, Saturday —
July 8, 9, 10
You Might Be The Lucky One
..
DON'T MISS OUT

100 FREE BASKETS OF GROCERIES
To Be Given Away Thursday, Friday, Saturday —
July 8, 9, 10
You Might Be The Lucky One
DON'T MISS OUT

M1111111118111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TO BE GIVEN AWAY JULY 17, 1985 AT 7:00 P. M. NO OBLIGATION, REGISTER AS OFTEN AS YOU COME
INTO THE STORE. Children Under 18 Years Old Prohibited To Register.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY

Thursday-30 Baskets
Friday--30 Baskets
Saturday-40 Baskets

15

3rs

39.95

LW"

DN
imummir

NO OBLIGATION ... REGISTER
WHEN YOU COME INTO THE STORE.

YOU MIGHT BE THE LUCKY
ONE ... DON'T MISS OUT.

CHILDREN UNDER 18 YEARS OLD
PROHIBITED.

FREE
STEREO
RECORD PLAYER

3 PIECE SILVER
TEA
SERVICE
TO BE GIVEN AWAY

JUNE 19, 1965
7:00 P. M.

NO OBLIGATION... REGISTER
WHEN YOU COME INTO STORE.

NO OBLIGATION ... REGISTER
WHEN YOU COME INTO STORE.
NO MEMBER OF FAMILY OR EMPLOYEE OF THE E. W. JAMES & SON
SUPER MARKET ARE ELEGIBLE TO REGISTER FOR ANY OF THE MERCHANDISE TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

CHILDREN UNDER 18 YEARS OLD
PROHIBITED.

THIS WEEK YOU WILL RECEIVE IN THE MAIL A
QUALITY STAMP COUPON FOLDER GOOD FOR
2400 QUALITY STAMPS. BRING THEM
TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPER MARKET.
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wLItLu1rIi

Da
NM

JACK SPRAT

1111

GREAT

IPIP

NORTHERN BEANS

DON'T FORGET YOUR
QUALITY STAMP
COUPONS YOU

BUY I LB. PACKAGE
AND GET I LB.
.
04M

RECEIVE IN THE

FREE
'ft
MAIL ...
P71//1111M/I11111; YOU GET 2400
ME

FREE STAMPS

WellUB1111111111//i
MN

BUY 16 OZ. PACKAGES
BOOTH

E
mil BREADED SHRIMP a'

START TODAYSAVING
QUALITY STAMPS!

GET 8 OZ. PACKAGES
BOOTH

g FISH STICKS--FREE

PURPLEKEP(UMS
16 OZ.
303 SIZE CAN

4

$1•00

APPLEAUCE
HArri

SWWW111111MIII
I
CIN
MIN

CAKE MIX

Pre

ASSORTED FLAVORS
17 OZ. SIZE

Do

2..29c

16 OZ.
303 SIZE
PAW PAW

GRADE A SMALL

4

GRAPE

"st 39c

DOZEN

POTATO
ODECHIPS
SWIFT PREMIUM SLICED

59c

Es5B°xEs$1 00g BACON
wmansivimaii FRANKS

FRYER PARTS

REELFOOT

49' BREAST
BOLOGNA
49c LEGS & THIGHS
GIZZARDS
wituranium
ROBIN HOOD
.111 C
ISPFLEL 6IL 8BAVERAGE
k 9 WINGS
LIVERS
COOKEQ
PICNICS
6
35c
FLOUR
.°
▪ PLANE PLAIN OR SELF RISING
CANNED HAMS $2.99 SIRLOIN STEAK
LB.
ROUND STEAK * 79c
BAG
110
*A, SIRLOIN STEAK 79' BOSTON BUTTS
RIB STEAK
69c P,E6ATyRiLATEAK
T BONE STEAK 99c PORK RIBS

59c
49'
19c
it 19'
89c

re/Ak

lb

3 LB.EACH

REELFOOT U. S. GRADE A CHOICE

REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

REELFOOT U. S. GRADE A CHOICE

REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

S
PO
T
RE
KAK

FRESH LEAN

lb
REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

winvivinatin SMOKED HAMS
lb"

IIla

MARTHA WHITE

r.

MEAL

WHOLE OR HALF

• 99c
* 89c
▪ 49'
• 59'
▪ 49c
k 59c

CHERRIES

303 SIZE CAN

KRAFT
GRAPEJELLY
18 OZ. JAR

39c

WINTER GARDEN

FROZEN

French Fried POTATOES

2 39c

L
IM

ri

MORTON FROZEN CREAM

4

QUICK & EASY

CAN BISCUITS

FOR

.
6.49c
FULTON PURE MILK

COTTAGE CHEESE

2

0

LB. BOX 49c

ASSORTED FLAVORS

-

quart 55c

sL
TOMATOCATSUP
20 OZ. BOTTLE

4 fw $1.00
LITTLE ANDY

FOLGERS COFFEE

HUNT'S NO. 21
/
2 CAN
29 OZ.

OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Pb

ca. 75c

FULTON PURE

Hunt's Peaches & Fulton Pure
Milk Cottage Cheese Was Made
For Each Other.

CAN

(LIMIT 4

SWEET MILK

PLEASE)

Buy It By The Gallon

6
1MACORNI & CHEESE
PiPi6cAtis$11•00E
POTATOES
AU
-GRATIN
ift4 SPINACH SOUFFLE
,0A11411111M11101V.'N
16 OZ

39.e.

SALAD DRESSING

P-TI

1
#1111011MU1
1F74

•v4

TWIN PACK

REELF°°T

LB BAG

THANK YOU

CORN CHIPS

MIRACLE WHIP c

-2 5
39s
is"
;EA
ami

OUR EGGS ARE GUARANTEED TO BE THE FR
MONEY CAN BUY.

lb

16.
Krey Gourmet Boneless Whole or Half

RO

0

WONDER
16

lb.
REELtberOR KREY ALL MLAT

5 39

49c

TWIN PACK

5

1.

LBS.

YOU CAN'T BUY ANY FINER

STOUFFERS FROZEN FOOD SPECIALTY

3

PKGS.

$

EST
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YOU ARE INVITED
s
TO ATTEND

RONCO 8 OZ PKGS.

ELBOW MACORNI

THE

BUY I PACKAGE AND

"BRAND NEW"

•
•all. xi
• 4, ...
•

la

Grand Opening
OF THE

Elbow Spaghetti
FREE

4
1

E. W. James &
Son Super Market
Some of you have been customers of The Union
City and Hickman stores .. You know that E.
W. James & Son take pride in bringing you the
best produce direct from the field, the finest meats
on the market and the leading nationally advertised
staple groceries.

MORIK11111111In
STOKELY
'
S

To those of you who have never visited an E. W.
James Super Market, WE EXTEND A SPECIAL
INVITATION .. Come In ..Look Around ...
Compare ... We Know You Will Be Pleased.
AT E. W. JAMES YOU GET QUALITY AT THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.

a

STOKELY'S

Sliced Pineapple tr.
NO.2 SIZE CAN

1
3CANS

CRUSHED
PINEAPPLE
3.$1.00
E. W. J's TEA

t

10001

t1/ll111111111E111111a

NO. 2 CAN

WE A SMALL

ACIFIC GOLD
U. S. NO.

1/2 LB. BOX

I DOZEN

vivi l
\ekslitp

OE

I

BARTLETT PEARS am
N.

RED

49s

-2

10

SWIFTS OR TURNER

dirjt

s3

64)

il

$1.00
FROZEN CREAM

SASMINSIIIRIAW
NI
"
GC
INN

go PINEAPPLE JUICE Pm
460z CAN

SPAGHETTI &
MEAT BALLS
LARGE

24 OZ. CANS

I FOR

'ED FLAVORS

46 OZ. CANS

TOMATO JUICE
3f.

$1.00

2

GOLDEN RIPE

CORN
RADISHES
CANTALOUPES7= 4
TOMATOES
BING CHERRIES
FLORIDA
GOLDEN BANTAM

EAR

5'
5'
99'

EACH

CELLO BAG

STOKELY'S

fir

F°11 $10001

VINE RIPENED

11119C

C
F'A
L
CFTORN1A lb

K
ato. Vinallittin

69'

STOKELY'S

V. FRUIT COCKTAIL Posi9
16

BLUE PLATE

MAYONNAISE

303

49s
KEA

LBS.

28 OZ.

49s

SIZE CAN

soweininvi
mgSTORE HOURS.
i Monday Thru
M
Saturday
al

BARBE IFTE SAUCE

'BUY ANY FINER

OZ CAN

EitcANALOON
Win11111111/1111111A

QUART

111

I'LE ANDY

29 0Z

CANS $1200
6

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase —
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

ICE MILK
t5:31

4TEED TO BE THE FRESHEST
Y CAN BUY.

LBS.

2h SIZE CAN
CAN

BOTTLE

Es ANO so
PER MARKET

BO
in

SOME MEN SAY IT' IT TASTES BETTER THAN FRESH PERKED.

a

8:00 A.M. To
Wei
8:00 P.M.
WillMUNIMkt

LIVE BROADCAST DIRECT FROM STORE ON
WFUL THURSDAY,FRIDAY & SATURDAY.
cl
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GOOD NEWS!

GOOD NEW

GOOD NEWS!

E. W.JAMES a SONS
irAi4P

ANNOUNCES
WE GIVE

Aterg040
4111111111!"..tall1111.

USE THIS

IT TAKES ONLY

400KFOlt

1206

iii

CalA

GET YOUR FREE
BEAUTIFUL
QUALITY GIFT
STAMP
CATALOGUE

•,‘

.11
ar
pl
MIS IS A
50 STAN?
THIS 15 AI
SINGLE
STAMP

MOM IS
SO
SNOW semis

an
of

•
.111

t.

0311M01
al4j.
‘
" •

$ IT TAW MY
!WOW ST
TO Ha A PAG
THIS WAY...

IT TARS ONLY
PIVI 10*.
TOPILLA.PAGE
THIS WAY.

.1:I(

IT TAKES ONLY
OM SO "
TO FILL A PAGE
THIS WAY...

STAMPS

WITH HUNDREDS
OF NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

Gifts To
Select From.

QUALITY

PLEASE oe worm OMPIOINT STAMPS ON DO TAM PAW

REASONS WHY QUALITY STAMPS ARE THE
BEST GIFTS FOR YOU TO SAVE...
* MANY GIFTS REQUIRE JUST HALF BOOK EACH
* FREE STAMPS ARE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN GIFTS
* FREE STAMPS (Only 1200) FILL A BOOK
* CHURCH & CLUB PLAN
* REDEMPTION CENTER ... UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
( * FEDERAL TAXES ARE PAID FOR

GET YOUR FREE
QUALITY STAMP
- SAVER BOOK

The newly installed kitchen and

50 FREE mut

kitchen equipment is not only
attractive, it is designed for

WITH
STAMPS ON FIRST PAGE
June 10 Thru June 13

fast, efficient service in the
preparation of outstandingly
good foods at a savings to you.
The E. W. James supermarkets
handle their own baking, make up
their own salads, and prepare
numerous foods to bring you
fresh, tasty products, for your
conveniences.

CHICKEN SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
PIMENTO SALAD
HAM SALAD
HAM SALAD
FRUIT JELL()
CRANBERRY SAUCE
BOLOGNA SALAD
BANANA SALAD
TUNA FISH SALAD
POTATO SALAD
BEAN SALAD
COTTAGE CHEESE
DEVILED EGGS 6

E(.;

55c
99,
89,
s. 45c
Is.89c
s.33c
33c
49
49c
ISim

114 .

CREAMBAKED
PIES
BEANS
COCONUT -- CHOCOLATE

IS-sz.

1.01.

16 OZ.

9
9EACH

C

39s

MADE WITH FLOUR NOT CAKE MIX

PIMENTO BANANA
35c SALAD
PUDDING

4-0245c

Mel

11.1. 39c
It,.49c
49C

8 OZ. BOX

. 45t

.119s
16 OZ. BOX

\

t":49c
1.49
$1.29
1641- 33c
ou 39c
'"L 39c
$1.50
'"L 39c
"L 45c
79c

it

PIE SIZE

& CARAMELS

14-11Z.

FRUIT SALAD
BAKED HAM
CHEESE CAKE
VEGETABLE SALAD
COLE SLAW
PREPARED SLAW
CAKE
APPLE SALAD
EGG & OLIVE SALAD
BANANA PUDDING
BOLOGNA SALAD
CRANBERRY SALAD
BAKED BEANS
POTATO SALAD

(2 LAYER)

$S OZ.

6.1 29c

16.3 39c

um

79c
69'

VISCW

-14T-

UK EDUCATION COLLEGE
PLANNING INSTITUTE
The University of Kentucky College of Education has been granted
$28,502 to conduct a summer Institute for Supervisors of Student
Teachers on Problems of School

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH—State Agriculture Commissioner Wendell P.
and Miss Karen Isaacs, Lebanon, view models of dairy cows while talkingButler
about
plans for June Dairy Month activities in Kentucky. Butler is State
June Dairy
Month chairman, and Miss Isaacs is Kentucky Dairy Princess. June
Month will begin officially in Kentucky June 2, when Governor EdwarDairy
d T.
Breathitt hosts a kick-off luncheon at the Governor's Mansion. Several countie
s
and communities throughout Kentucky have scheduled programs in observ
ance
of this annual event.

6 Months Subscription

Gene C. Compton, 33, news
director of WPSD-TV, Paducah,
has been named to receive the Kentucky Farm Bureau's sixth annual Communications Award to a
state broadcaster.
Announcement ofCompton'8 selection was made at a recent meeting of the Kentucky Broadcasters
Association at the Brown Hotel
In Louisville. Kentucky Farm Bureau Information Director Paul
Everman, Louisville, Presented
an engraved plaque to Compton.
He will receive $100 cash at
the annual convention of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation in
November. Kentucky Farm Bureau presents two $100 cash
awards each year to the broadcaster and writer making themost
significant contributions toward
improving understanding between farm and city people in
Kentucky.
Compton, who has been with
WPSD-TV for eight years, is a
native of Illinois. He holds a
degree in journalism from the
University of Missouri, and has
worked for publications and
broadcasting stations in Missouri.
Besides supervising the WPSDTV sews department, Compton
produces a weeklyfarm program,
"Atop the Fence Post." which he
also emcees. He Is active in many
civic and community endeavors
In his area and takes great interest in farm youth programs.
Mrs. Compton is the former
Miss Carol Lovett of Paducah.

Kentucky Music Educators Association
u rged recently the immediate implementation of a fully operating Kentucky Educational Television Network.
0. Leonard Press, executive director I
of the television authority, said he has I
seen nearly 20 endorsements that have
I
been passed by education groups and others.

TO THE

FULTON NEWS

PITY

Exclusive surgical stainless
steel cutting heed ... stays
sharp! Exclusive washable
head pops off so you can rinse
away dirt, stubble, germs!
Exclusive Comfort Control Bar
adjusts to your face and neck!

49'
1.49
1.29
33'

4L

41 39c

39c
2.50
.39c
45c
79c
'L 29c

Williams'

plus the News-Shopper, both filled with all the news about the folks
you -know and advertising bargains galore.
THIS OFFER GOOD IN
Fulton, Hickman, Weakley, Graves and Obion Counties

41.

Fulton News.

News-Shopper Special
Enclosed Please Find $1.00 for 6 months.
Please Send the Fulton County News to:

Si

4'.

39c

79c
69'

ick One

NEW

RENEWk

Mail To
Fulton County News.. . PO Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky

AQUA VEVA

Desegregation. A total of 45 supervising teachers and principals will
be accepted for the course scheduled July 12-Aug. 6. Applications
for attendance and details on avail-

able stipends may be obtained by
contacting Dr. James H. Powell,
College of Education, UK, Lexington.

The King of the house
takes his leisure in smart
style, Father's Day and
every day, when you gift
him with a pair of handsome leather slippers.
Pick his favorite.

Standings as of June 7 in our Camper Contest!
1st Methodist B. S. A. Troop No. 43 ____ 5522 votes
Explorettes Post No.43
5519 votes
Cayce G. S. A. Troop No. 73
4933 votes
Lion's B. S. A. Troop No. 42
4700 votes
Union Church CPYF
4010 votes
Explorer Post No. 43
3825 votes
Cayce G. S. A. Troop No. 128
3377 votes
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Linda Thorpe Will Wed
RobertJoiner In August

41
t
1 hik
MISS LINDA THORPE
An August wedding is being planned by Miss Linda Jewel
Thorpe and George Robert Joiner Jr. Announcement of the
couple's engagement and approaching marriage is made by her
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Earl Thorpe of Route 4, South
Toltec. Parents of the prospective bridegroom are Mr. and
Mrs. George Robert Joiner of
see and was a member of the
362 Greenwood, Jackson.
Home Economics Club. She
The bride - elect is tha
plans to enroll at Auburn Ungranddaughter of Mrs. Lynn
iversity in September.
Jacobs of Tiptonville and the
Mr. Joiner's grandparents
late John Williams and of Mr.
were the late Mr.and Mrs.John
and Mrs.Milton Herman Thorpe
Clinton Hastings and the late
of Tiptonville.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lee Joiner,
Miss
Thorpe graduated
all of Jackson.
from South Fulton High School
• He graduated from Jackson
where she was selected HomeSchool where he served
High
Queen,
was
member
a
coming
master of Theta Kappa
grand
as
of the Beta Club and basketOmega fraternity. Mr. Joiner
ball team, and was named Miss
attended Lambuth College at
South Fulton. She also was
Jackson for two years and has
chosen as Tennessee's Fairest
of the Fairs in 1964.
completed his junior year at
The bride-elect has comthe University of Tennessee
Martin Branch, pursuing
Iglitiscl her sophomore year at
a
the University of Tennessee
course in pre-veterinary mediMartin Branch, majoring in
cine. He is an applicant to
home economics, and lea memAuburn School of Veterinary
ber of Chi Omega Sorority. At
Medicine, Auburn University.
UTMB she was chosen Pi Kappa
The couple will be marAlpha Dream Girl, was named&
ried August 15 in the Bishop
Campus Leader, a Campus
Street Church of Christ with
final plans to be announced
Maury, was an R.O.T.C. SPOn••
later.
ear, served as secretary of the
frestunan and sophomore clan-

•DETROIT NEWS
The weather is really nice now,
after all thu rain and tornadoes
going over our city. Luckily, none
did any damage.
Last Saturday the Red Fezzed
Shriners went to Bob-Lo for their
annual outing, took two boats from
Detroit and one from Canada.
About 5000 were present at the
meeting.
Sunday night at church was seniors' night. We have eight to graduate. Rev. Nunn's sermon was
based on their duties past and what
is lying ahead in the years to come.
Those graduating are: Jimmy
Clark, Bobby Garland, Marylin
Fisk, Bill McDonald, Judy Malone,
Judy Phelps, Dorothy Walters and
Johnny Guess. We wish them all
good luck and happiness.
Charles Foster is still in East
Side General Hospital, room 204.
'Mrs. Euna Rodgers is at home.
Ralph Hathcock home a few days,
0. K, now.
Our pastor will leave June 15 to
attend General Assembly convention to be held in Los Angeles June
16 to 22.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Brown are
back from their trip back home to
celebrate a family reunion.
It seems that the "grim reaper"
was at work this last week. We
.ost four friends. Our deepest sympathy goes to all of these: Mrs.
Roberta McAlister in the loss of
her husband, Robert: Mrs. Ruby
Maher in the loss of her husband,
Allen G : Marvin Gillespie in the
loss of his wife, Ernestine; Mrs.
Florence Brown in the loss of her
husband, George D.
Call your news to me at 293-8161.
Until next time, remember:
Christ went to church, Christians
go to church; and, if you don't go
to church, you should. We'll be
looking for you Sunday.

Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO

LATEST IN LUXURY
LONDON — A north London
dog
beautician advertises:
"Have your dog trimmed
and
shampooed in the comfort of
his I
own home."

Soy Beans

•••tub& swift by dab ••••pcps.

LEE
OGDEN
AVAILABLE NOW AT

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 3111

So. Fulton

201 Central Ave.

Your Southern States Cooperative Agency

Support for the $176,000,000 bond
issue proposed by the Breathitt Administration was voted by the
Board of Trustees of the Kentucky
Medical Association.
Doctor Robert E. Pennington,
London, chairman of the Board,
said today the motion to endorse
the Bond issue to be voted on in
November passed without a dissenting vote. The Board of Trustees
is the interim governing body of
the Association.

Shalimar
by Guerlain
The perfume that
makes special occasions
happen.Perfume:$7.50,S101 $15,$25,$4.$571175.

GENERAL

SOUTHSIDE MIUG CO.
Broadway at East State Line

South Fulton

We Give Careful ard Prompt Attention to Your Prescriptions.
BRING THEM TO US!

ELECTRIC

AIR CONDITIONER
AMAZING LOW PRICE!
[

Squirrel! Cage Blower for
1 Super-Qui
et Cooling

MAIM BEDROOM AIR CONDITIONER

Exclusive Rotary Compressor means less vibrgtion &
noise

INSIALLS INSTANTLY ,QUIET COOLING!

4,000 BTUIS OF
COOLING POWER

Ten position thermostat
for a setting to suit your
needs
4

Two speed blower to give
LT you whisper quiet cooling

Install it in minutes. Light.
weight, with built-in side
closure panels, for quick, do.
it-yourself installation.
Fits most windows. Fits easi.
ly in sash windows from 26"
1
2" wide. Just slide out
to 39/
the side panels.
Sleep cool tonight. Especially
designed for quiet, effective
bedroom cooling. Enjoy cool
comfort tonight!

'999
'

BUY TODAY AND BEAT THE HEAT

r

Exclusive spine-fin coils
ei means 50% greater
eficiency

Exclusive 100% Weather 11
seal keeps out cold win- 1
ter air.

Complete wrap around
case for sturdy construction
Five Year Warranty on
motor compressor and
entire coil system. No
extra cost for this
Washable Filter for
economy of operation

Safety drain feature.
eliminates dripping m
your house

Exclusive spine fin coils
11 have 60 fewer solder joints

12]
13

14
15
1

No-oxide grease used
on all welds eliminates
rusting

6

Exclusive Aluminum
Back grill reflects suns
rays, protects coils and
will not rust.

171

G. E. motor compressoi
has righ power factor
for lower operating east

18

7 Permanently lubricated fan
motor never needs oiling

ti Exclusive air directors
7 allows air to be directed
five ways

10

Adjustable mounting
allows unit to be installed flush with window inside.

16,200 BTU

29
995
50
94 Per Month 1No

Decorator Color
Blends with any decor

Nel
when
said?
Jo.

extra charge for
delivery or warranty

Buy today and get FREE Normal Installation
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Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 LAKE STREET
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KENTUCKY HOMECOMING AMBASSADRESS was
the official title conferred by Governor Edward T.
Breathitt on blue-eyed singing star Rosemary Clooney
at the May 26 meeting in Louisville of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs. Miss Clooney, wife of
actor Jose Ferrer, who moved from Maysville, Ky.,
when she was 13, has been on the job for years spreading the word about her native state. Kentucky is
where her roots are, said the blonde Miss Clooney—"I
feel at home. Kentucky is really the most beautiful
place in the world."

1.— Exclusive spine fin coils
0 for extra hign moisture
removal

HOOD

State Medical Ass'n
Endorses Bond Ism

TWENTY REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY A

Civil Service Reveals
Position Al Fort Knox
The Board of U. S. Civil Service
Examiners announced today that'
• applications will be accepted from
persons interested in employment
at the U. S. Army Maintenance
Board, Fort Knox, Kentucky, for 1
'Maintenance Management Officer,1
GS-12, $10,250 a year. No written ;
test will be required. Applicants ;
will be rated on the basis of their
experience.
Applications will be accepted until further notice. Persons interested in applying for this position •
should send an application (Stand- '
ard Form 57) to the Executive Secretary, Board of U. S. Civil Service Examiners, U. S. Army Armor Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky.
40121, and refer to Announcement;
No. CII-29-4 (1965).
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